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Biomolecular dynamics and stability are predominantly investigated in vitro, and 
extrapolated to explain function in the living cell. In this thesis, we attempt to bridge this 
divide by performing studies of protein folding in in vitro crowded environments and in 
living cells. We begin by investigating the thermodynamic and kinetic behavior of the 
proteins in protein/carbohydrate matrices, and find significant differences compared to 
dilute, buffer solutions. We then develop Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) as a novel 
imaging technique to investigate protein folding dynamics inside living cells with 
millisecond temporal resolution and micrometer spatial resolution. We study the folding 
of the metabolic enzyme phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) in U2OS (human 
osteosarcoma) cells and observe variations in folding kinetics within a single cell. FReI 
experiments carried out on an ensemble of 30 cells reveal large variations in folding time 
from cell to cell, which are analyzed to estimate the folding diffusion coefficient in vivo. 
Finally, we use short peptide tags to target PGK to the nucleus and endoplasmic 
reticulum of live cells and discern differential folding stability and kinetics in these 
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Living cells actively control many tasks over a broad range of timescales from 
microseconds to hours to maintain homeostasis.  Proteins execute most of these tasks, 
from WW domains in an apoptosis pathway (1,2) to metabolic enzymes such as 
phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) involved in glycolysis (3). In order to carry out these 
functions, proteins need to fold into complex, 3-D shapes (or, to be precise, 2.7-D 
shapes as shown in (4)!) that allow them to bind to other proteins, small organic 
molecules, nucleic acids etc. The process by which proteins fold into their biologically 
active form is known as protein folding and has been a hotbed of research activity across 
the disciplines of chemistry, biology, physics and computer science over the past several 
decades. Such interest in this process is not without reason-it has been known for some 
time now that several diseases have their origins in proteins failing to fold correctly, i.e., 
protein misfolding. The causative agents for Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s 
diseases, for example, are known to be misfolded or aggregated proteins (5,6). A firm 
understanding of the physical and chemical principles driving this process is therefore 
necessary to establish a molecular level understanding of such diseases. Furthermore, 
armed with these principles, one may be able to not only understand the process, but 
also actively control it, resulting in “designer” proteins with novel therapeutic or 
enzymatic activity. The first efforts in designing such proteins are now beginning to 
appear in the scientific literature (7,8). 
In the early 1960s, pioneering work by Christian Anfinsen (resulting in the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry in 1972) demonstrated that the information needed for a protein to 
fold into its unique, functional 3-D structure was encoded in its amino acid sequence (9). 
This discovery defined the protein folding problem: given a sequence of amino acids, is 
it possible to predict its final, 3-D structure? Later in the same decade, Cyrus Levinthal 
noted that the time it would take for a protein to sample all possible conformations it 
could adopt randomly would be longer than the age of the universe (10)-yet most 
proteins fold on a timescale of milliseconds to minutes. This defined another aspect of 
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the protein folding problem-how do proteins fold so fast? Clearly, the sampling cannot 
be random, but rather must be driven by an energy bias. 
Great progress has been made since these questions were asked more than 40 years 
ago. Perhaps one of the most important developments is the formulation of energy 
landscape theory (ELT) in the 1990s to explain protein folding. ELT describes proteins 
as folding on a funnel-shaped potential energy surface, where proteins can take several 
routes to the final, native state (11). One of the key predictions of ELT was barrierless or 
“downhill” folding-a scenario where the energy barriers separating the native and 
denatured states of the protein are negligible. This prediction has been experimentally 
verified (12-15), further establishing ELT as the appropriate theoretical framework 
within which to consider protein folding. Experimental approaches have been developed 
to probe folding with nanosecond temporal resolution (16), allowing for detection of 
even the fastest events (17,18). Single molecule studies of folding have shed light on the 
heterogeneity in the folding process (19). With the advent of computers with increasing 
processing power, and dedicated supercomputers for molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations, computational scientists have been able to investigate protein folding in 
atomistic detail even on timescales up into the !s regime and beyond (20-22). This has 
allowed experiment and theory to finally overlap (albeit only for proteins that fold very 
fast), a situation that was unthinkable even a few years ago. Structure prediction 
algorithms have been continually refined, and can now predict protein structures of 
small, single domain proteins (given just the amino acid sequence) to structures very 
close to those determined from experiments (23-25).  
However, as with most of our quantitative knowledge of biochemical reactions, 
almost all of our knowledge of folding comes from experiments that were done under 
dilute in vitro conditions, and computational studies that, at the very best, study proteins 
dissolved in explicit solvent. In contrast, the interior of a living cell has a high 
concentration of macromolecules that take up 20-30% of the cellular volume, thus 
causing a large reduction in the volume accessible to molecules of similar size (proteins, 
for example). These conditions are referred to as macromolecular crowding and have 
been proposed to have significant effects on biochemical reactions in the cellular milieu 
(26,27). Compared to chemical reaction profiles involving covalent bonds, a protein’s 
free energy landscape has very small barriers separating different conformations, making 
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proteins flexible to aid their function. The cost is marginal stability: proteins 
spontaneously unfold and refold during their life cycle, too frequently and too rapidly for 
chaperones to assist all refolding processes. Through crowding and volume exclusion 
effects, as well as specific binding interactions, biomolecules in the cytoplasm can 
modulate each other’s energy landscapes.  If this occurs on a scale at or above the 
thermal energy kT, such modulation could speed up or slow down folding substantially, 
or even change folding mechanisms compared to in vitro. Moreover, shallow free energy 
landscapes make proteins sensitive probes of how much cells modulate the stability and 
dynamics of biomolecules. Finally, protein folding probes how the cell’s crowded 
cytoplasm affects a 2-5 nanometer scale process, on length scales smaller than 
translational diffusion processes, which have been studied in far more detail (28-35). 
Thus, studying protein folding in living cells becomes a subject of paramount 
importance, and is the logical next step in extending our understanding of this process. 
Over the past few years, quantitative studies of biochemical processes carried out in 
living cells have started appearing in the literature. One of the developments in the 
recent past is the use of “in cell” NMR spectroscopy to look at the effects of 
macromolecular crowding. This approach showed that FlgM, an “intrinsically 
disordered” protein, is structured in living E. coli cells, highlighting the importance of 
studying proteins in their native environment (36). A pair of papers published in 2009 
further extended this technique to studies of protein structure and dynamics in 
mammalian cells (37,38). However, optical techniques, such as fluorescence microscopy 
are the most widely used for obtaining quantitative information from living cells. 
Fluorescence microscopy approaches, complemented with mathematical modeling have 
yielded information about stochasticity in gene expression, transcription factor dynamics 
and subdiffusive motion of mRNA molecules in E. coli (39-43). Studies of protein 
thermodynamic stability in E. coli have been carried out using FlAsH binding to 
engineered tetra-cystein motifs in the protein of interest (44,45). To the best of our 
knowledge, studies of protein folding kinetics in living cells have not been carried out 
before. Apart from the studies discussed above and a number of other studies which 
propose significant effects of macromolecular crowding on the thermodynamics and 
kinetics of protein folding based on in vitro crowding experiments and computational 
models (46-50), the process of protein folding in vivo remains largely unexplored.  
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To address the role of the crowded, heterogeneous cellular environment on protein 
folding, we propose to study both the thermodynamics and kinetics of a protein as it 
folds in in vitro crowded environments and in living cells. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we 
focus on the folding of the two-state protein lambda repessor (!6-85) in an environment 
crowded with other proteins. In the remaining chapters, our protein of interest is 
phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), a 415 residue, two-domain protein involved in 
glycolysis, whose in vitro folding has been extensively studied by our group (12,51,52). 
Our goal is to obtain a quantitative picture of how cells modulate the folding 
thermodynamics and kinetics of a protein, and hence obtain a first glimpse of the 
underlying changes in the energy landscape dictating protein folding. 
 
Outline of this thesis 
In Chapter 2, we detect by fluorescence the thermal unfolding of a protein in a 
matrix of another protein.  Fluorescent variants of the mesophilic lambda repressor 
fragment !6-85 are crowded by the low-fluorescent thermophilic protein SubL, which is of 
similar size.  The full thermal denaturation curve of !6-85 variants can be observed 
without disrupting the thermophilic protein matrix.  Examination of a fluorescent 
pseudo-wildtype lambda repressor fragment shows that !6-85 is stabilized by crowding.  
The degree of stabilization is consistent with a simple steric model of crowding, which is 
expected to work better when relatively rigid proteins are used as crowding agents 
instead of swelled polysaccharides.  A more flexible and less stable mutant of !6-85 
achieves a similar stabilization at just half the crowder concentration.  Our observations 
confirm that reduced denatured state entropy plays a role in crowding, but also points 
towards a chemical effect of crowding, or a larger than expected crowding effect when 
the denatured state approaches a random coil. 
In Chapter 3, we combine experiment and computer simulation to show how 
macromolecular crowding dramatically affects the structure, function and folding 
landscape of phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK).  Fluorescence labeling shows that compact 
states of yeast PGK are populated as the amount of crowding agents (Ficoll 70) 
increases.  Coarse-grained molecular simulations reveal three compact ensembles: C 
(crystal structure), CC (collapsed crystal) and Sph (spherical compact).  With an 
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adjustment for viscosity, crowded wild type PGK is over 25 times more active than in 
aqueous buffer, and the fluorescent construct is 15 times more active.  Our results 
suggest a new solution to the classic problem of how the ADP and diphosphoglycerate 
binding sites of PGK come together to make ATP: rather than undergoing a hinged 
motion, the ADP and substrate sites are already located in proximity under crowded 
conditions that mimic the in vivo conditions under which the enzyme actually operates.  
We also examine T-jump unfolding of PGK as a function of crowding experimentally.  
We uncover a non-monotonic folding relaxation time as a function of Ficoll 
concentration and use theory and modeling to explain why an optimum concentration 
exists for fastest folding.  Below the optimum, folding slows down because the unfolded 
state is stabilized relative to the transition state.  Above the optimum, folding slows 
down because of increased viscosity. 
In Chapter 4, we present Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) as a novel method that 
combines fluorescence microscopy and temperature jumps to probe biomolecular 
dynamics and stability inside a single living cell with high spatio-temporal resolution.  We 
demonstrate the method by measuring the reversible fast folding kinetics as well as 
folding thermodynamics of a fluorescent phosphoglycerate kinase construct in two 
human cell lines.  We compare our “in cell” results with in vitro experiments over the 23 
to 49 °C range to show that the cell alters protein stability and folding rate.  
Furthermore, we observe variations in folding kinetics across the cytoplasm of a single 
cell. 
In Chapter 5, we discuss the analysis of thermodynamic and kinetic data from FReI 
experiments in detail and outline several data analysis schemes. 
In Chapter 6, we compare the folding kinetics of the fluorescent PGK construct 
from Chapter 4 in 30 mammalian cells with that in aqueous buffer.  In both 
environments, the kinetics can be fitted to a stretched exponential form exp(-t/!)" to 
yield folding times.  A histogram of the folding time shows that the average folding 
relaxation time in cells is only twice as long as in aqueous buffer.  Consideration of the 
folding free energy and of the stretching exponent " reveals that only some of the 
variation in ! arises from perturbation of the protein’s energy landscape.  Thus, we 
conclude that the diffusion that controls barrier crossing during protein folding is nearly 
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as fast in cells as in vitro, even though translational diffusion of PGK in the cell is slow 
compared to in vitro. 
In Chapter 7, we look at the folding of PGK in specific organelles. We target PGK 
to the nucleus and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) using short peptide tags, and observe 
its folding in these organelles. We observe distinct kinetic and thermodynamic behavior 
of PGK in these organelles, and compare it with our previous experiments on PGK 
folding in the cytoplasm. The ER environment results in folding behavior which is 
similar to that observed in the cytoplasm, for both kinetics and thermodynamics. On the 
other hand, the nuclear environment enhances protein stability significantly, and also 
results in a speed up of the kinetics. We suggest that future simulations that mimic cell-
like environments can use these experiments as a basis to model crowders that produce 
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In experiments carried out to elucidate the effect of macromolecular crowding on 
protein folding, proteins have historically been used as agents to crowd other proteins 
(1). Folding, function, and recently spatial diffusion of proteins have been investigated 
(2-4). However, proteins as crowders complicate detection, and restrict the stressors that 
can be applied in folding experiments: fluorescence, infrared, and other probes are 
overwhelmed by signal from the crowding matrix, and methods such as thermal or urea 
denaturation, while unfolding the protein of interest, could also unfold the matrix. Thus 
it has not been possible to study folding by thermal denaturation in a protein matrix, let 
alone using optical detection. 
Globular proteins are more rigid crowders than swelled carbohydrates. Thus simple 
theoretical models that emphasize steric effects of crowding by rigid ellipsoids should be 
better applicable to protein matrices, although chemical (protein-crowder-solvent 
interaction) effects must also play a role. One such model was developed by Thirumalai 
and Cheung to make quantitatively testable predictions about the increase of protein 
melting temperature as a function of crowded volume fraction (5). The idea behind this 
model of Thirumalai and Cheung is that rigid globular crowders act by restricting the 
configurational space of the denatured ensemble more than native state’s, thereby 
destabilizing the denatured state entropically. Their quantitative prediction of how the 
melting temperature Tm increases with crowder volume fraction !c  assumes a random 
coil denatured state, leading to the expression  
                                                       !Tm " 0.84Tm#c1.8 .                                        (1) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!Parts of this chapter form the basis for a manuscript in preparation by S. Denos, A. 
Dhar and M. Gruebele. 
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The general trend is consistent with lysozyme in dextran matrices (6), but it would be 
useful to measure unfolding by thermal denaturation in the presence of a protein 
crowder rather than in carbohydrate. 
Here we overcome the detection/matrix stability problem by measuring the thermal 
unfolding of a fluorescent mesophilic protein in a matrix of a nonfluorescent 
thermophilic protein. We examine the fluorescent lambda repressor fragment 
( !6-85
* =!6-85  Y22W ) (7) and its more flexible A37G/A49G mutant (8) under consistent 
chemical conditions. As a crowder, we use the RNA polymerase subunit L (SubL) from 
the thermophile Methanococcus jannaschii, genetically engineered to eliminate fluorescence 
while maintaining high thermal stability. High ionic strength conditions were used to 
provide a reproducible chemical environment and high solvent screening, with at least a 
10:1 ratio of crowder to mutant. We were able to scan through the entire thermal 
denaturation transition of both the pseudo wild-type (!6-85
* ) and the mutant lambda 
repressor (!6-85




Protein expression and purification 
A pET-19b plasmid containing the gene for SubL (obtained from Prof. Gary Olsen, 
University of Illinois) was transformed and expressed in BL21(DE3) Rosetta cells.  
Protein was harvested by French Press and purified by heating to 62 °C and column 
chromatography. The chromatography protocol consisted of Ni-NTA affinity 
purification followed by size exclusion purification and a second Ni-NTA affinity 
purification. The His purification tag was not removed and the resulting protein had a 
mass of 14028 Da. Purified protein was dialyzed against double deionized water and 
checked for purity by MALDI and ESI mass spectrometry prior to lyophilization. 
Lambda Repressor mutants were expressed and purified as described previously (9).   
Protein samples were prepared by adding lyophilized protein to 2 mL of 300 mM 
NaCl, 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.0 buffer and then concentrating 4 times in <200 mTorr 
vacuum overnight. The final concentrations for the samples shown in Figures 2.3 and 
2.4 were 10 mg/mL Y22WA3749G with 100 mg/mL SubL and 12mg/ml Y22W with 
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222mg/ml SubL. Concentrations were determined using UV/Visible absorption at 280 
nm and an extinction coefficient of 1750 M-1cm-1 for SubL and 6970 M-1cm-1for both 
Lambda Repressor mutants. SubL-only, lambda repressor-only and buffer-only controls 
at the same concentration used in the corresponding crowding samples were also 
analyzed. 
 
Experiments and data analysis 
Fluorescence of each sample was measured using a Varian (Palo Alto, CA) Cary 
Eclipse spectrofluorimeter with a 4-position Peltier multicell changer and a PCB-150 
circulating water bath. Emission spectra were obtained in increments of 5 °C at 1 nm 
wavelength intervals from 300 to 400 nm after 290 nm excitation using slit widths of 5 
nm for both emission and excitation monochromators. Temperature titrations were 
performed using a nitrogen purge of the sample chamber and the temperature probe 
placed directly in the buffer blank cuvette. Samples were overlaid with mineral oil to 
prevent evaporation at the highest temperatures. CD thermal melts of SubL were 
obtained on a JASCO J-715 spectropolarimeter. The samples shown in Figure 2.2 were 5 
mM SubL in 2 M GuHCl denaturant at pH 4.5, and 264 mg/ml SubL in 2 M NaCl, 200 
mM NaH2PO4 buffer at pH 7. 
Singular value decomposition (SVD) (10) was used to detect temperature trends in 
the raw fluorescence spectra. A third SVD component, although much noisier than the 
first two, was also observed with the SubL matrix, indicating further deviation of the 
lambda repressor fragments from two-state behavior.  All SVD components were three-
point smoothed before fitting. The thermodynamic model of equation (2) was fitted 
either by floating all parameters, or by holding "G(1) the same for each protein (shown in 
Table 2.1), or by holding corresponding baselines fixed also. Similar values of Tm were 
obtained, and the uncertainties listed in Table 2.1 reflect the larger variations among 
those fits, as opposed to the standard deviation of a single fit. 
 
Molecular dynamics simulations 
To visualize folded and unfolded !6-85
*  structures in the 222 mg/ml SubL matrix, we 
carried out short molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with NAMD/CHARMm27 in 
TIP3P explicit solvation, and a box volume of 71Å3. Structure 1LMB from the protein 
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data bank(11) was used for Lambda Repressor and a MODELLER (12) predicted 
structure based on the D/L subcomplex of the Sulfolobus solfataricus RNA Polymerase 
(PDB ID 2PA8) was used for all SubLs. For the folded image, the simulation was 
equilibrated for 1 ns. Molecular dynamics simulataions were implemented in NAMD 
(13). VMD was used for visualization (14). 
 
Results 
Visualization of a crowded protein matrix 
 
Figure 2.1. Short time molecular dynamics snapshots to visualize the disposition of 
folded lambda repressor fragment (red ribbon structure) in a SubL protein matrix (blue 
ribbon structure).  The SubL concentration in the box as shown is ca. 200 mg/ml or a 
volume fraction !c"15%.  At the temperature Tm, the lambda repressor fragment is 
equally likely to be in the native state or in the denatured state. Tm increases in the 
presence of the SubL crowding matrix. Figure prepared by A. Dhar from simulations run 
by S. Denos. 
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Figure 2.1 shows the disposition of folded and unfolded lambda repressor pseudo-
WT (!6-85
* ) in a SubL matrix from a short molecular dynamics simulation that mimics 
our highest crowding concentration (222 mg/ml SubL, or about 100 nm3 per crowder).  
Although the crowding protein is densely distributed, it is not ‘packed.’  The figure also 
highlights the location of the G37A/G49A mutations, which decrease stability and 
increase flexibility of the protein in helices 2 and 4 (9,15,16). In simulations the glycine 
mutants achieves a more coil-like denatured structure than !6-85
*  (15).  The hydrated radii 
of gyration determined from VMD are 11.7 Å for !6-85
*  and 15.2 Å for SubL, so the two 
proteins are of comparable size, as assumed by the model of Cheung and Thirumalai (5).   
 
Characterization of SubL as a crowding agent 
To be suitable as a crowding agent for fluorescence-detected thermal melts, a protein 
must be easy to purify in large quantities, must be highly thermostable, and must 
fluoresce as little as possible (Figure 2.2). SubL expresses in large quantities from a pET-
19b plasmid in BL21 E. Coli cells, and is easily purified by heating the cell suspension to 
62 °C, whereupon only the thermophilic SubL remains in solution (see Methods). A 
thermal scan of SubL circular dichroism shows no evidence of unfolding at temperatures 
below 70 °C; in fact, the magnitude of the CD222 spectrum increases with temperature 
(Figure 2.2B). SubL has a much higher melting point than !6-85
*  or its mutant. Only a 
combination of 2 molar guanidine and pH 4.5 shows evidence of unfolding beginning 
below 70 °C. SubL fluorescence excited at 290 nm is approximately 60 times lower than 
tryptophan fluorescence from !6-85
*  (Figure 2.2A). The small amount of residual 
fluorescence comes from two tyrosines, and decreases slowly with increasing 
temperature. Thus SubL contributes less than 15% background fluorescence in 
experiments with a 1:10 ratio of !6-85
*  to crowder. 
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Figure 2.2. (a) The peak SubL fluorescence is ca. 60 times smaller than the peak !6"85
*  
fluorescence, allowing unfolding of the probe protein to be detected in the background 
of the thermophilic SubL matrix (both protein concentrations normalized to 100 mM). 
(b) Thermophilic SubL melts at >90 °C as determined by a circular dichroism melting 
curve.  Only in acidic guanidinium solution was there any evidence of unfolding below 
70 °C (see Methods for full solvent conditions). Figure prepared by S. Denos. 
 
Thermal denaturation of lambda repressor fragments 
We investigated crowding of !6-85
*  at !c = 0%, 2% ("30 mg/ml SubL) and 15% 
("220 mg/ml SubL). In order to allow a reproducible ionic strength at high protein 
concentrations, we used a buffer of 1.2 M NaCl and 200 mM NaH2PO4, which 
destabilizes !6-85
* , but not SubL (to below 90 °C).  At higher concentrations, 
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precipitation precluded the reliable measurement of fluorescence traces. Only a small 
shift was observed at !c =2%.  
 
Figure 2.3. Melting curves of !6"85
*  in the absence and presence of the SubL matrix, (a). 
as measured by fluorescence intensity and (b) as measured by fluorescence wavelength 
shift.  (c) First (intensity) and second (shift) singular value basis functions for !6"85
*  in 
buffer. 
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Figure 2.3 shows the result at 15% volume fraction of SubL. Fluorescence traces 
were analyzed by singular value decomposition (SVD, see Methods) to reduce the data 
set to a small number of basis functions and their temperature trend during thermal 
denaturation (10). As seen in Figure 2.3C, the two largest basis functions correspond to 
an intensity change and a wavelength shift (to the red) upon heat denaturation. The 
overall intensity trace in Figure 2.3A as well as the wavelength shift trace in Figure 2.3B 
show an increase of Tm upon crowding by 15% SubL, with an average temperature 
increase of "Tm=10 °C (Table 2.1). However, the "Tm derived from the wavelength shift 
(7 °C) is significantly smaller than from the intensity change (13 °C), and this is clearly 
visible in Figure 2.3A and 2.3B even accounting for uncertainties in the native and 
denatured baselines. 
 
Table 2.1. Thermodynamic parameters for the fits in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. 
 "c 0% !6-85
*  "c 15% !6-85
*  "c 0% A37,49G "c 7% A37,49G 
SVD Basis 1 Fluorescence intensity change 
Tm, °C 50±1 63±2
 42.5±1 63.5±2 
"G(1) J/(mole.K)* 124±30 124 (f) 268±100 268 (f) 
SVD Basis 2 Fluorescence wavelength shift 
Tm, °C 48.5±1.5 55.5±1.5 42±1 51.5±1.5 
"G(1) J/(mole.K) 124 (f) 124 (f) 268 (f) 268 (f) 
<"Tm> °C 10±2 15±2 
Note: "G(1) was fitted to an average value for each mutant.  Floating all "G(1) yielded the 
same trends in Tm, but without significantly improving the fits in Figures 3 and 4. 
 
Next, we investigated the A37,49G double mutant of !6-85
* , with the rationale that it 
would have a more flexible denatured state relative to the native state, and thus would be 
stabilized even more by crowding.  We investigated crowding of the mutant at !c =0%, 
2% ("30 mg/ml SubL) and 7% ("100 mg/ml SubL), the highest concentration at which 
sample precipitation did not preclude measurement of the tryptophan fluorescence.  The 
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same buffer was used as for !6-85
* . Figure 2.4 shows the result at a 7% volume fraction of 
the crowding matrix. 
 
Figure 2.4. Melting curves of the A37,49G mutant in the absence and presence of the 
SubL matrix, (a) as measured by fluorescence intensity and (b) as measured by 
fluorescence wavelength shift.  (c) First (intensity) and second (shift) singular value basis 
functions for the double glycine mutant in buffer. 
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The same type of SVD analysis was carried out as for !6-85
* , and results of a least 
squares fit of the melting temperature and cooperativity parameter "G(1) are shown in 
Table 2.1 together with results for !6-85
* . Since lambda repressor fragment is an apparent 
two-state folder, we used a two-state thermodynamic model summarized as 
     [N ] = Keq1+ Keq
= 1! [D], Keq = e!"G(T )/RT , "G(T ) = "G (1) (T ! Tm )   (2) 
In this expression, [N] and [D] are the native and denatured concentrations, Keq is the 
folding equilibrium constant, "G(T) (=0 at the melting temperature Tm) is the folding 
free energy, and "G(1) measures how quickly the population switches from native to 
denatured state at Tm. The two-state model provided satisfactory fits for the individual 
thermal denaturation traces, with an average "Tm=15 °C, which is indeed larger than for 
!6-85
* . However, just as for !6-85
* , the measured stabilization is significantly greater by 
intensity change (21 °C) than by wavelength shift (9.5 °C). 
 
Discussion 
The average "Tm obtained for !6-85
*  (10 °C) is in good agreement with the 9.2 °C 
prediction from equation (1). Furthermore, the trend upon substituting glycines to 
destabilize secondary structure in the unfolded state is as expected. The A37,49G 
denatured state should be more random coil-like than the denatured state of !6-85
* , and 
therefore it should be destabilized more, yielding a greater relative stability of the native 
state, and hence a greater "Tm. 
However, our results also show that the thermal denaturation behavior of !6-85
*  and 
its double mutant is more complex than suggested by a simple two-state model. This 
complexity manifests itself in two ways. First of all, thermal denaturation is not a two-
state process in the SubL matrix. Otherwise, the fluorescence intensity and wavelength 
shift analysis should yield the same transition temperatures. In Table 2.1, the melting 
!6-85
*  and mutant melting temperatures in aqueous buffer, as measured by intensity or 
shift, do agree within measurement uncertainty. Yet it is evident from Figures 2.3 and 
2.4, even taking uncertainties in the baselines and cooperatvity parameters into account, 
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that the wavelength shift analysis yields consistently smaller "Tm in the SubL matrix. As a 
possible explanation, neither !6-85
*  nor its double mutant lie far from the downhill 
folding limit, with barriers estimated in the 4-6 RT range (9,17,18). Thus crowding or 
chemical effects of SubL could have a significant effect on the shape of the free energy 
landscape. Portman, Takada and Wolynes have predicted large energy landscape 
roughness in the transition state ensemble of lambda repressor fragment (19). 
Modulation of the such intermediates’ free energy could lead to deviations from two-
state behavior, even though the individual traces in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 can all be fitted 
by a two state model.  Complications from low activation barriers are not included in the 
Cheung and Thirumalai model. 
Secondly, the observed difference between the average "Tm of !6-85
*  and its double 
mutant is still somewhat surprising. One expects the more flexible denatured state of the 
glycine mutant to be destabilized more by crowding under identical conditions. Yet here 
the mutant is stabilized more than !6-85
*  even though the crowder concentration is only 
half. There are two possible explanations, which deserve future investigation: either the 
prefactor in equation (1) is too small by at least 50%, and the "Tm = 15 °C value 
measured for A37,49G is closer to what one would expect for a true random coil 
unfolded state; or chemical effects play a role in destabilizing the denatured state of the 
glycine-rich mutant much more than expected. 
In summary, the study of thermal denaturation of fluorescent proteins in a matrix of 
nonfluorescent thermophilic proteins promises to be a useful direction for crowding 
studies.  While the results are in qualitative agreement with a simple model based on 
steric effects of the crowding matrix on the denatured state, closer examination of the 
data reveals that crowding affects the very nature of the thermal denaturation process:  
apparent two-state folders in aqueous solution differ significantly from two-state 
thermodynamics in the matrix.  Therefore crowding by another protein affects the 
folding energy landscape differently along different reaction coordinates probed by 
fluorescence intensity and wavelength shift.  Additional evidence that lambda repressor 
folding cannot be described by a single reaction coordinate has been presented 
previously (9). Finally, mutations that increase denatured state flexibility seem to have 
effects beyond what can be accounted for by steric models, or at the least indicate that 
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the crowding effect is even larger than believed so far when the denatured state 
approaches a true random coil. 
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Structure, function and folding of phosphoglycerate 




PGK is a 415-residue metabolic enzyme that produces ATP and is comprised of two 
roughly equally sized subunits connected by a flexible hinge (1).  In the crystal structure, 
the ADP and diphosphoglycerate binding sites, each located at an N- and C- subunit, are 
separated.  It has been suggested that a large-scale conformational change (2) is necessary 
to bring the two subunits together when the phosphoryl group is catalytically transferred, 
and a hinge-bending mechanism has been postulated (3), bringing together both 
substrates at the inner surfaces of the C and N subdomains (4,5).   
It is still unclear how the conformational and folding dynamics of PGK is affected 
by the interior of a cell, which is heavily crowded by macromolecules (6,7). Various 
computational and theoretical studies have been developed to address the effect of 
volume exclusion exerted by surrounding macromolecules on protein activity inside cells, 
called the "macromolecular crowding effect" (8). This effect, in addition to weak 
chemical interactions between proteins and crowders (9), can stabilize the folded states 
of a protein relative to the unfolded state (10), perturb folding barriers (11,12), and alter 
folding rates (13) and folding routes (14).   
Macromolecular crowding could selectively stabilize one folded protein structure 
over another (8,15-17), particularly for proteins that are structurally malleable so their 
domains aligned in different orientations would have similar free energies (18).  Thus, 
what we regard as the native structural ensemble depends on whether the protein is in 
aqueous buffer, in a solution crowded by macromolecules, or packed in a crystal.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!Partially reproduced from A. Dhar et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 107, 17586-17591 
(2010). The computational work described in this chapter was carried out by A. 
Samiotakis and M.S. Cheung, University of Houston. 
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In our work, structural changes of PGK are revealed by fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) experiments where the N and C termini are labeled with 
AcGFP1 and mCherry as fluorescent markers (Figure 3.1). A crowded environment is 
achieved by the addition of inert ~70 kDa Ficoll carbohydrate to the samples. When the 
crowding content is increased we observe changes in FRET that point to new compact 
structures being populated.  Our simulations provide a high-resolution interpretation of 
the structural changes induced in PGK by crowding.  Upon crowding, two other 
compact conformations (Collapsed Crystal: CC, and Spherical: Sph) exceed the stability 
of the crystal structure.  
 
Figure 3.1. Programmable T-jump setup.  A computer controlled diode laser delivers a 
shaped heating pulse that induces a sustained step function in temperature for the 
duration of the measurement.  A blue LED excites the donor label (green barrel on the 
PGK model). A microscope objective images donor and acceptor (red barrel) 
fluorescence from the very center of the heated area onto a single CCD camera, which 
collects successive snapshots of green and red fluorescence. Taken from ref. (19). 
 
Strikingly, these structural changes of PGK upon crowding have a major functional 
consequence.  An enzymatic activity assay shows that ATP production is enhanced over 
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25-fold in the crowded wild type enzyme, when taking into account increased solvent 
viscosity. The donor/acceptor labeled PGK also becomes much more enzymatically 
active.  We suggest that in vivo, PGK is already structurally primed to catalyze by forming 
in a collapsed compact form (e.g. CC and/or Sph structural ensembles), rather than 
requiring hinge motions. 
The effects of crowding on PGK folding kinetics are also very pronounced.  We 
measured the folding/unfolding relaxation time # near the thermal denaturation 
midpoint of PGK.  A plot of ln # vs. Ficoll concentration has a “v” or Chevron shape, 
indicating that there is an optimal crowder concentration for fastest folding.  This 
observation is in accord with theory and computational models (13). High 
concentrations of sucrose do not show similar structural or kinetic effects, so the 
connectivity of Ficoll and hence crowding are needed to affect the large amplitude 
motions of the two-subunit protein PGK, be it functional dynamics involving enzymatic 
activity or folding dynamics. 
 
Methods 
Protein design and expression 
We designed a fusion protein consisting of a low-melting mutant 
(Y122W/W308F/W333F) of phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) (20), fused between a 
Green Fluorescent Protein (AcGFP1) donor (D) and an mCherry acceptor (A).  
AcGFP1 and mCherry are connected to the N- and C-termini by amino acid linkers 
consisting of two amino acids each.  Unfolding of this protein leads to an increase in the 
N-C terminal distance, resulting in an increase in donor to acceptor fluorescence ratio 
(D/A) due to decrease in energy transfer by Förster Resonance Energy Transfer 
(FRET). We expressed the fusion protein in E. coli and purified the construct on a Ni-
NTA column as described previously (21). A fusion protein consisting of AcGFP1 
tagged to the N-terminus of PGK was expressed and purified as described above. 
 
Stability and kinetics of crowded phosphoglycerate kinase 
For both thermodynamic and kinetic measurements, the protein solution was 
sandwiched between a cover slip and microscope slide by a 100 µm spacer, resulting in a 
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column density of about 1000 proteins/mm2.  This low density avoids protein-protein 
interactions, while providing sufficient fluorescence for good detection sensitivity with a 
NA 0.65 objective in an inverted fluorescence microscope. 
Equilibrium titrations were performed by resistive heating of the microscope stage.  
Temperature was detected by mCherry fluorescence excited at 532 nm, which decreases 
as temperature increases, and independently calibrated by thermocouples below and 
above the sample slide.  Measuring the equilibrium D/A ratio as a function of 
temperature yielded protein unfolding curves that were fitted to a sigmoidal model with a 
linear temperature dependence: 
                                  Keff = e!"G /RT , "G = "g1(T ! Tm )                           (1) 
The equilibrium constant is an effective equilibrium constant because PGK is known 
not to be a two-state folder.  We analyzed the melting temperature Tm and the 
cooperativity parameter!g1  (negentropy, or first derivative of the free energy at Tm) of 
the unfolding transition in aqueous solution up to Ficoll concentrations of 200 mg/ml.  
!g1  from eq. (1) was fitted to 1.07±0.16 kJ/mole/°C.  The measurement uncertainty 
was too large to discern a trend (Figure 3.2d).  The AcGFP1 and mCherry melting points 
exceed 70 °C, so the observed transition corresponds to melting of the PGK within the 
construct. Concentrations greater than 200 mg/ml resulted in PGK aggregation at the 
higher temperatures.  200 mg/ml corresponds to a volume fraction of approximately #cE 
" 13%.  Thermodynamic measurements in sucrose (Fisher Scientific) were possible up 
to a concentration of 150 mg/ml; at higher concentrations, the protein started 
aggregating before yielding a denatured baseline, thus precluding determination of the 
melting temperature and effective cooperativity. 
Experimental volume fractions of Ficoll 70 (#cE) were calculated using the partial 
specific volume of Ficoll, which is 0.67 ml/g (22).  We used Ficoll with an average 
molecular mass of 70 kDa from Sigma-Aldrich. The highest volume fraction achievable 
in our experiments was #cE " 20%, while the simulations (see below) were carried out at 
#c = 0%, 25% and 40%, thus allowing us to qualitatively compare the experimental 
results with the computer simulations. 
Relaxation kinetics were induced by temperature jumps and monitored with 17 ms 
time-resolution for 15 s.  A tailored mid-IR pulse (! = 2200 nm) emitted by a diode laser 
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jumped up the temperature of the protein solution from 39 ºC to 43 ºC, across the 
thermal unfolding transition.  The key advantage of using a programmable diode laser is 
that the temperature profile can be adjusted to a step function, so the temperature after 
the jump is constant to within ±0.25 °C.  No sample recooling and backward relaxation 
occurs.  The kinetics were described by a stretched exponential signal of the 
formS(t) ~ e!(t /" )# , which has been used previously to describe folding kinetics of 
several PGK mutants (20,23). The hierarchical stretched-exponential description or 
‘strange kinetics’ provides a convenient way of summarizing the intermediate stages of 
folding with a single parameter $.  The precision of the stretched-exponential fits for the 
time constant # was ± 0.01 s, while the error bar in Figure 3.2b shows the accuracy of our 
kinetics measurements based on repeated measurement. 
 
PGK activity assay 
We measured PGK activity using the coupled reaction with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase from the previous step of the glycolytic pathway, as described in detail 
earlier.  NADH consumption was monitored as a function of time by following the 
absorbance at 340 nm. The rate of NADH consumption was measured at various 
concentrations of the substrate 3-phosphoglycerate and plotted as a function of substrate 
concentration to extract the enzyme activity. For purposes of comparison, we assayed 
the activity of wild type PGK without any labels. Wild type PGK and all chemicals 
required for the assay were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
 
Simulation Details 
The coarse-grained models of PGK proteins, as well as the simulation methods, are 
provided in detail in ref. (19) and in its Supplemental Material. The thermodynamic 
properties of PGK were studied at the volume fractions of crowder Ficoll 70 #c = 0%, 
#c = 25% and #c = 40% by coarse-grained molecular simulation (by convention, the 
volume fraction of crowders is presented as a percentage of total volume. i.e. #c= 25% 
corresponds to 0.25 of the total volume). Several represented coarse-grained structures 




Structural characterization of PGK 
To analyze the structural characteristics of PGK, we used four parameters: (a) 
overlap function % is to measure the structural similarity to the crystal structure (25). % 
equals 0 for the crystal structure, 1 for highly dissimilar structures. (b) The radius of 
gyration Rg. is to measure the size of PGK. (c) Asphericity S and (d) shape parameters D 
are calculated from the inertia tensor (15).  S lies between –0.25 (oblate ellipsoid) and 2 
(prolate ellipsoid).  D lies between 0 (sphere) and 1 (rod).  For a sphere, S and D are 
equal to zero.  
 
Binding sites distance calculation 
To calculate the distance between the Mg-ATP and 3PGA binding sites in the 
characteristic structures of PGK we defined Db to be the distance between the centers of 
mass of the amino acid residues involved in the two substrate binding sites. The 
selection of Mg-ATP binding site residues were obtained from reference (1) while the 
residues that bind 3PGA were taken from reference (26). 
 
Results 
Protein donor-acceptor distance decreases with increased crowding 
The PGK construct fluorescence signature indicates the presence of at least two 
conformational states.  The end-to-end size of the AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry construct 
was monitored as a function of temperature and Ficoll concentration.  Monitoring the 
steady-state donor-acceptor ratio (D/A ratio) of the construct at 22.3±0.5 °C, we 
observed a small but reproducible lag upon going from 0 mg/ml Ficoll to 50mg/ml 
Ficoll. As the concentration of Ficoll was further increased, D/A decreased continuously 
(Figure 3.2a). The highest Ficoll concentration of 300 mg/ml corresponds to an 
experimental crowder volume fraction of #cE " 20% (see Methods for details on 
calculation of #cE). At room temperature, crowding conditions result in conformational 
changes of the protein that eventually decrease the donor-acceptor distance when more 
crowder is added.  
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Figure 3.2. Conformational, thermal stability and kinetics trends of the PGK construct 
as a function of Ficoll concentration. (a) Donor acceptor ratio at 22.3±0.5 °C (filled 
circles). Open triangles show the intrinsic fluorophore response of AcGFP1 and 
mCherry as a function of Ficoll concentration. (b) ‘Inverse Chevron’ plot of the 
observed T-jump relaxation time. Red squares show the kinetic trend obtained from 
simulations in Ref. 13 at volume fraction #c’. #c’ was computed using the size of the 
crowding agents equal to the native state of the protein. The simulations were scaled to 
match up the fastest folding rate observed in our experiments. (c) Melting temperature. 
(d) Cooperativity parameter $g1 (free energy derivative) from eq.(1). All error bars are 
±1 standard deviation. Taken from ref. (19). 
 
As a first control, we measured the D/A ratio as a function of sucrose concentration. 
We observed that D/A was almost constant over the entire range from 0-300 mg/ml 
(Figure 3.3a), thus showing that Ficoll indeed induces compact states of PGK through 
macromolecular crowding and not through protein-carbohydrate non-specific 
interactions. As a second control, we measured the intrinsic response of the AcGFP1 
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and mCherry fluorophores (open triangles in Figure 3.2a) as a function of Ficoll 
concentration. For this purpose, we excited donor (green) fluorescence of an AcGFP1-
PGK construct and acceptor (red) fluorescence of the AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry 
construct by exciting mCherry directly. D/A is nearly crowding-independent (Figure 
3.2a) and cannot account for the compact states of PGK observed at high crowder 
concentration. 
 
Figure 3.3. Control experiments in sucrose to determine conformational, thermal 
stability and kinetics trends of the PGK construct as a function of sucrose concentration. 
(a) Donor acceptor ratio at 22.3±0.5 °C (filled circles). (b) Folding time constant. (c) 
Melting temperature. (d) Cooperativity from eq. (1) in the main text. All error bars are 
±1 standard deviation. Taken from ref. (19). 
 
Protein stability as a function of crowding 
Upon Ficoll crowding, the stability of PGK construct increases, in agreement with 
predictions made previously (13) and also subsequent experiments on other proteins 
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(27). In aqueous buffer, the construct had a melting temperature of Tm = 39 °C (see 
Methods). Tm increased slightly with crowder concentration (Figure 3.2c). The maximum 
crowder concentration for the higher temperature experiments was 200 mg/ml (fc
E " 
13% volume fraction) to avoid aggregation of the construct. However, addition of 
sucrose also results in significant thermodynamic stabilization (Figure 3.3c), indicating 
that thermodynamic stabilization caused by macromolecular crowding is modest. 
Thermal titrations up to 50 oC were >90% reversible to the room temperature signal in 
aqueous, sucrose and Ficoll solutions.  
 
Enzymatic activity increases with crowding 
As seen in Table 1 and Figure 3.4, enzymatic activity of wild type PGK increases 
about 5-fold when the Ficoll concentration is raised to 100 mg/ml, and even more at 
200 mg/ml.  Ordinarily, the increased viscosity of the Ficoll solution should slow down 
the catalytic rate.  If the viscosity increase is taken into account (Table 1), the net 
increase in activity is over 12-fold at 100 mg/ml, and even higher at 200 mg/ml of Ficoll 
(#cE " 13%). 
 
Figure 3.4. WT-PGK enzymatic activity in buffer, 100 mg/ml Ficoll 70 and 100 mg/ml 
sucrose. The activity is slowed in sucrose and drastically enhanced in Ficoll 70. Taken 
from ref. (19). 
 
The FRET-labeled PGK yields similar results. Enzymatic activity is similar compared 
to the wild type (Table 1) in aqueous solution.  At Ficoll concentrations # 100 mg/ml, 
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PGK activity increased about 3-fold.  If one includes the effect of slower substrate 
diffusion in the viscous crowding matrix (Table 1), the activity increase is actually 
enhanced over 6-fold in 100 mg/ml Ficoll, and over 15-fold in 200 mg/ml Ficoll. These 
increases in activity are much greater than the < 2-fold changes usually observed upon 
addition of osmolytes or crowders (28) to enzyme solutions, another indication of a 
larger structural change.  
 
Table 3.1. Activity assays of wild-type PGK and the FRET-labeled mutant (PGK-
FRET) construct at different crowding concentrations. 
 
Mutant 




Viscosity at 20 °C 
mPa.s 
Wild-type PGK 0 24 ± 1 1.0 
Wild-type PGK 100 129 ± 33 2.3 
Wild-type PGK 200 319 ± 199 5 
PGK-FRET 0 18 ± 2 1.0 
PGK-FRET 100 52 ± 4 2.3 
PGK-FRET 200 58 ± 6 5 
 
A control experiment in 100 mg/ml sucrose simply resulted in a reduction of 
enzymatic activity (Figure 3.4), as expected at the higher viscosity.  Thus, the 
enhancement of activity in Ficoll goes hand-in-hand with the more compact structure 
detected by FRET upon macromolecular crowding, in contrast to sucrose (Figure 3.3), 
and detected by simulations below. 
 
Chevron plot of relaxation time vs. crowder concentration 
The PGK relaxation rate is maximized at a well-defined crowder concentration. The 
AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry construct was laser temperature jumped from 39.8±0.5 to 
44.0±0.5 °C at several crowder concentrations.  When relaxation is measured by 
temperature jumps to 44 °C, the unfolding rate is weighted slightly more than the folding 
rate in the observed relaxation rate because Tm ranged from 39 to 40.5 °C.  The 
relaxation time vs. crowder concentration is a “Chevron” plot (Figure 3.2b).  The fastest 
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relaxation is observed at 100 mg/ml Ficoll concentration. In contrast, the relaxation rate 
in sucrose decreases monotonically with increasing concentration (Figure 3.3b).  
Addition of sucrose only results in increased viscosity, not in any crowding effect.  
 
Comparison of experiment with modeling 
Coarse grained MD simulations were used to compute the free energy landscapes of 
PGK, shown in Figure 3.5. We discuss the features of these landscapes below. 
 
Figure 3.5. Two–dimensional folding free energy landscape of PGK in the bulk (panels 
a, b, c) and under the crowded conditions at #c = 25% (panels d, e, f) and #c = 40% 
(panels g, h, i) as a function of the radius of gyration Rg and the overlap function # at 
different temperatures (in units of kBT/&). The color is scaled by kBT where kB is the 
Boltzmann constant and & is 0.6 kcal/mol. The crystal structure is labeled C, the 
collapsed crystal structure CC, the spherical state Sph, and the unfolded state U. 
Prepared by A. Samiotakis and M.S. Cheung and taken from ref. (19).  
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Our simulations revealed four states: C (crystal structure), CC (collapsed crystal 
structure), Sph (spherical compact state), and U (thermally denatured state). In Figure 3.5 
we plot the ensemble populations as a function of volume fraction of crowders (#c=0-
40%) and temperature (0.9 to 1.47 kBT/%) using structural similarity % (% equals 0 for the 
crystal structure, 1 for highly dissimilar structures) (25)  and radius of gyration Rg as the 
order parameters characterizing the energy landscape of PGK. As #c increases, the 
population of the C states reduces.  At #c=25%, CC and Sph are both populated, while 
the population of C is significantly destabilized by approximately 4kBT (Figure 3.5d). 
Finally, at the highest crowding (#c=40%), the Sph structure prevails (Figure 3.5g). At 
the highest temperature, the unfolded state dominates under all crowding conditions. 
Next, we characterized the coarse-grained structural properties of PGK with four 
parameters (see Methods): structural similarity %, radius of gyration Rg, asphericity D  
(D=0 is sphere, D=1 is rod) and shape parameter S (S = -0.25 is oblate, S = 2 is prolate). 
The calculation of shape and asphericity parameters for the CC structure (S = 0.05 and $ 
= 0.1) demonstrated a dramatic shape change to a closed compact state from the open 
crystal state (S = 0.26 and $ = 0.26). The Sph state appears at higher crowding value and 
is characterized by S = 0.01 and $ = 0.02, revealing a spherical nature of this state.   
Figure 3.6 shows the conformational details of the 3 different compact states 
observed for PGK. In the C state, the two subunits are split wide apart as in an open 
‘pacman' form. In the CC state, the cleft between the two subunits, a space 
accommodating the two substrates of PGK, closes, resembling a closed ‘pacman’. The 
Sph state is formed by a major rearrangement of the two subunits over the hinge that 
involves twisting one of the two subunits with respect to the other, leaving at least one 
of the binding sites exposed to solvent. 
In order to investigate the domain rearrangement in the Sph state in detail, we 
calculated the orientation between the N and C domains of PGK by measuring an angle 
(&) formed by two representative vectors. The calculation reveals that the vectors are 
parallel in the ensemble of the crystal state (C) (& is 0o), whereas in the ensemble of the 
Sph state, the alignment of two domains is nearly anti-parallel. This result (shown in 
Figure 3.7) suggests a twist bending motion in the Sph state of PGK involving a 
significant rearrangement of the protein’s lobes under high crowding conditions. 
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Figure 3.6. Structural characteristics of the dominant compact ensemble structures of 
PGK in cartoon representation. (a) Crystal state C, (b) Collapsed crystal state CC and (c) 
Spherical state Sph. The coloring of each protein model ranges from N-terminus (red) to 
C-terminus (blue). The N- and C- termini are represented with van der Waals spheres. 
The schematic representation at the bottom left of each panel is to address a simplistic 
view of the structural arrangement of the N- and C-lobes in each conformation. (d) The 
probability distribution of the distance between N- and C- termini (DN-C) of the three 
dominant structures of PGK under the condition in which each prevails in the 
simulations. C state (solid black), Collapsed Crystal CC (dashed red) and Spherical Sph 
(dotted blue). Atomistic structures were reconstructed from coarse-grained protein 
models using SCAAL. Prepared by A. Samiotakis and M.S. Cheung and taken from ref. 
(19). 
 
For direct comparison with experiment, we computed the distance between the N 
and C termini (DN-C) for the three populated states (C, CC, and Sph) of PGK from 
computer simulations.  DN-C is defined as the distance between the C! beads of residues 
Ser-1 and Lys-415. Figure 3.6d reveals the distinctive profile of the N-C distance (DN-C) 
distribution for each compact structure taken from the crowding/temperature ensembles 
where it dominates.  The CC state has the highest average DN-C, followed by the C and 
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Sph states. In addition, the DN-C distribution of the CC state is by far the broadest, 
ranging from 5 Å to 50 Å. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. (a)-(b) Cartoon representation of PGK in the crystal and Sph state 
respectively. The coloring of each protein model ranges from N-terminus (red) to C-
terminus (blue). Residues 50, 74, 287 and 360 are colored in purple, yellow, green and 
red  van der Waals sphere representation. The angle $ formed by the two vectors defined 
by residues 50-74 and 287-360  (shown in gray) help monitor the orientation of the two 
PGK lobes in each conformation.(c)-(d). The probability distribution of the angle $ 
defined by the two vectors shown in (a) and (b) for the crystal and Sph states, 
respectively. Prepared by A. Samiotakis and M.S. Cheung and taken from ref. (19). 
 
Finally, we studied the effect of crowding on the structure of PGK pertinent to its 
enzymatic activity by computing the spatial distance Db between the ATP and 3PGA 
binding sites. The two binding sites are located separately at the inner surfaces of the N 
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and C subunits and it is postulated that the closure of this cleft, bringing the two sites 
together, is necessary for an active enzymatic reaction (3,26).  Figure 3.8 shows the Db 
distribution of the three ensemble structures C, CC and Sph.  For the crystal structure 
ensemble (C), which dominates the population only in the absence of Ficoll 70 (#c = 0), 
Db is centered at 21.5 Å.  For the CC state ensemble which is prominent at #c = 25%, the 
most probable Db is drastically reduced to 12.54 Å. Lastly, for the spherical state 
ensemble Sph #c = 40%, the Db distribution is centered at 16.41 Å, still shorter than the 
most probable Db in the C state. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. The probability distribution of the distance between the centers of mass of 
the Mg-ATP and 3PG binding sites (Db) calculated for the three dominant structures of 
PGK under the condition in which each prevails in the simulations. Db of Crystal C state 
(solid black), Collapsed Crystal CC (dotted red) and Spherical Sph (dotted blue) 
ensembles are plotted. The purple solid line represents the convolution of the two 
profiles from CC and Sph states. The three characteristic structures are illustrated in 
cartoon representation. The coloring of each protein model ranges from N-terminus 
(red) to C-terminus (blue). The Mg-ATP and 3PG binding sites are colored in yellow and 
green representations of van der Waals spheres, respectively. Prepared by A. Samiotakis 
and M.S. Cheung and taken from ref. (19). 
 
Discussion 
Despite numerous studies of PGK's folding stability and dynamics (20,29,30) and the 
motion of its flexible hinge (28), by experiment (31) as well as by computation (32,33), it 
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remains an open question to what extent the highly crowded environment can affect the 
PGK folding and structure, and ultimately its enzymatic activity involving large-scale 
structural movement inside a cell. Although experimental studies using synthetic 
crowding agents have shown that the folding properties and enzymatic activity of simple 
proteins can be perturbed (34),  our study is the first to show that crowding leads to 
major conformational changes of PGK, with a major impact on its enzymatic activity.  
The tethers labeling PGK are too short to allow the donor-acceptor fluorescence ratio 
D/A to change by nearly a factor of 2 while PGK remains open, and the individual 
fluorophore controls reveal no intrinsic crowding dependence of D/A due to changing 
quantum yields (Figure 3.2a). The D/A ratio observed in our experiments decreases 
rapidly with increasing Ficoll concentration, showing that the two subunits of PGK close 
in on each other upon being placed in a crowded environment. The observed D/A 
values correspond to the existence of at least two states of PGK, and possibly a third 
state (resulting in a lag of D/A below 50 mg/ml). 
Our experimental interpretation is entirely consistent with the coarse-grained 
molecular simulations, which reveal three compact ensemble structures of PGK below 
its folding temperature.   The lag and decrease of the D/A ratio with increased crowding 
may be explained by a progression of PGK through C, CC, and Sph states. In Fig 
3.5a,d,g the most probable PGK state is the C state at #c = 0, the CC state at #c=25%, 
and the Sph state at #c =40%. The corresponding average N- to C-terminal distance of 
the C, CC, and Sph states is DN-C ~19 Å, ~25 Å, and ~14 Å, respectively. This non-
monotonic trend of DN-C is in qualitative agreement with the FRET results: a lag phase 
(or slight increase) of D/A from 0-50 mg/ml Ficoll, then a strong decrease of D/A. 
Crowding dramatically increases PGK activity, as demonstrated by an over 15-fold 
increase in viscosity-adjusted enzymatic activity of the construct.  The increase is even 
more dramatic for wild type yeast PGK (without FRET labels), with at least a 25-fold 
increase when extrapolated to the viscosity of aqueous solution (Table 1). 
Complementary structural analysis of the compact PGK ensembles observed in the 
computer simulations reveals that the CC and Sph states indeed bring the two catalytic 
sites closer together (Figure 3.8).  The binding sites of the CC ensemble are intact after 
PGK undergoes large structural changes while the binding sites in the Sph ensemble are 
rearranged.  We suggest that, although the distance between the binding sites is reduced 
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in both CC and Sph states, the CC states whose binding sites are structurally intact may 
be the most biochemically active.  The additional activity of wild type unlabeled PGK 
may be due to stabilization of CC compared to Sph, relative to the fluorescence-labeled 
triple mutant. 
Our folding kinetics experiments show that domain collapse is not the only large 
amplitude motion affected by crowding. The measured folding kinetics vary non-
monotonically with crowder concentration, leading to a ‘Chevron’-like plot with a 
maximal folding rate observed at a Ficoll concentration of 100 mg/ml (Figure 3.2b).  
Below and above this concentration, the folding/unfolding relaxation time increases.  
Models of macromolecular crowding have predicted an initial increase in the relaxation 
rate as crowder concentration is increased, followed by a decrease at even higher 
crowder concentrations. Based on predictions made by computer simulations on the 
macromolecular crowding effects on WW folding (13) (Figure 3.2b), we rationalize the 
observed kinetic behavior as follows: below the optimal crowder concentration, [Ficoll]*, 
where the folding rate is maximum (i.e. [Ficoll]*=100mg/ml), the unfolded state 
becomes conformationally more stable, slowing down the refolding rate; above the 
optimal crowder concentration, the viscosity increases rapidly slowing down both the 
unfolding and refolding reactions.  Chemical and crowding effects can obviously 
compete with one another, but in the case of PGK, simple crowding can explain all the 
observations (35). 
In summary, we have shown that macromolecular crowding profoundly affects the 
structure of PGK, resulting in the formation of more compact and enzymatically more 
active structures.  This has far-reaching implications, despite Ficoll 70 still being a 
cytomimetic material and lacking the polydisperse nature of a cell (36) - it suggests that in 
the crowded interior of a living cell, hinge-bending motions may not be necessary for 
PGK to carry out its function.  Instead, the nucleotide and 1,3-DPG binding domains 
may already be in close proximity to each other for efficient catalysis to occur. Finally, 
we showed that macromolecular crowding and viscosity compete with each other, 
resulting in a uniquely defined concentration at which PGK folding is fastest.  A speed-
up of folding upon crowding was also observed for lysozyme’s ‘prompt’ folding phase 
(37) (the one relevant here since PGK has no disulfide bridges). 
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 Our combined experimental and computational effort highlights the importance of 
in vivo (38) studies in addition to crystallographic structure-function relationships and in 
vitro studies. The states in which PGK protein exists under crowding conditions have 
structural and kinetic characteristics very different from the state in dilute aqueous buffer 
(21) or in the crystal.  This could turn out to be a general phenomenon for multi-subunit 
(39-41) or partly unstructured proteins: the structural characteristics of the so-called 
"native state(s)" and how rapidly they fold or unfold will depend sensitively on the 
nature of their surrounding crowding conditions. 
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In chapters 2 and 3, we investigated the effect of in vitro crowding on protein folding 
thermodynamics and kinetics. However, these environments, although closer to live cells 
in terms of concentrations of crowders, are still homogeneous environments. Firstly, in 
vitro crowding models fail to capture the heterogeneity inherent across the cytoplasm of a 
single cell. Cells can contain up to 400 mg/ml of heterogeneously dispersed 
macromolecules, thus modulating the energy landscape through myriad interactions, 
leading to further complexities in the stability and dynamics of proteins. For instance, 
there may be variations in stability and folding kinetics across the cytoplasm of a single 
cell due variations in the local enviroment. Secondly, the highest concentrations at which 
we were able to carry out our experiments were still below the concentrations of 
biomolecules packed into living cells. Furthermore, crowding modifies the properties of 
cellular water, which can couple back to influence the dynamics of biomolecules (1). 
Membranes and other large scale structures within the cell can also crowd or confine 
biomolecules, as can the active interaction with cellular transport machinery or 
chaperones (2,3).  
To reveal their full functionality, proteins and other biomolecules must be studied 
within the living cell. Several “in cell” methods have emerged within the last two 
decades, yielding different types of information. CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
scattering) microscopy reports on small molecule distributions inside living cells (4).  
FlAsH-labeled cysteine mutants reveal slow urea-induced unfolding of proteins in 
bacterial cells (5). FRET (Förster resonant energy transfer) coupled with fluorescence 
microscopy can localize proteins, study protein-protein interactions, and the motion of 
larger protein machinery (6). NMR spectroscopy reveals much detailed information !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!Partially reproduced from S. Ebbinghaus, A. Dhar, J.D. McDonald and M. Gruebele, 
Nat. Methods 7, 319-323 (2010). 
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about protein structure and dynamics inside living cells, but NMR requires multiple cells 
to take up isotope enriched proteins to enable detection of the desired protein.  
Experiments have been successful in yeast (7), E. Coli (8) and mammalian cells (9).  
Fluorescent tracers coupled to FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching) or 
FCS (fluorescence correlation spectroscopy) monitor diffusion processes on a 
micrometer length scale (10,11). 
In this chapter, we introduce a technique capable of imaging the fast dynamics of 
biomolecules in vivo with sub-cellular resolution.  Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) couples 
time-resolved fluorescence imaging with fast temperature jump-induced kinetics (12).  As 
a demonstration, we investigated unfolding and refolding of Phosphoglycerate Kinase 
(PGK), a process that probes heterogeneity of the cell on a nanometer length scale.  We 
used a FRET-labeled fusion construct of PGK that unfolded at 39 °C in U2OS (human 
osteosarcoma) and HeLa (cervical carcinoma) cells.  The same construct was also 
monitored in vitro.  The protein was more stable, the thermal denaturation was more 
gradual, and folding kinetics were slower in our test cells than in vitro.  Because 
biomolecular interactions are often highly temperature sensitive, our method could 
image many fast processes that occur in living cells, such as early events during heat 
shock response, or protein-protein interactions. 
 
Methods 
Protein engineering  
The plasmid for the Phosphoglycerate Kinase (PGK) fusion protein was created by 
ligating the genes for AcGFP1 (Clontech) and mCherry (Clontech) to the N- and C-
terminus of the Y122W/W308F/W333F mutant of PGK.  The gene was cloned into the 
pDream 2.1 vector (Genscript).  This is a shuttle vector and has both a T7 promoter for 
expression in E. coli and a CMV promoter for expression in mammalian cells.  A 6xHis-
tag was added to the N-terminus of AcGFP1 to enable purification on a Ni-NTA 
column (Qiagen) for in vitro studies.  To obtain a protein stable at 39-43 °C, we also 
made the Y122W construct, which differs by only one tryptophan from wild type and is 
nearly 20 kJ/mole more stable based on guanidinium denaturation. 
To obtain the fusion proteins for in vitro characterization, BL21-CodonPlus (DE3)-
RIPL cells (Stratagene) were transformed with the plasmid and grown in LB medium to 
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an optical density of 0.8, at which time protein expression was induced by addition of 1 
mM IPTG (Inalco). Following induction, cells were grown at 23 ºC for 12 hours, 
harvested by centrifugation and lysed using a French Press. Cell lysate was bound to a 
Ni-NTA column and purified according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Purity of the 
protein was determined by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI MS).  For the in vitro 
experiments, we used a 10 M solution of the PGK fusion protein, placed in an imaging 
chamber (construction described below), and studied it under the same experimental 
conditions as used for the in vivo experiments. 
 
Cell culture  
U2OS and HeLa cells were grown in 35 mm Petri dishes (Corning) in DMEM media 
(Hyclone) supplemented with penicillin-streptomycin (PS) and 10% fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) to >70% confluency.  Transient transfection was performed with Lipofectamine 
(Invitrogen) as per the manufacturer’s protocols. 6 hours post-transfection, cells were 
split and grown on coverslips. Cells were imaged 24-48 hours after transfection. 
Immediately before imaging, cells were transferred into imaging chambers filled with 
Liebovitz L-15 media (Gibco) supplemented with PS and 30% FBS. Imaging chambers 
were formed by putting together a coverslip with adherent cells onto a standard 1”$3” 
microscope slide, separated by a 100 mm spacer (Grace Bio Labs).  
 
Microscopy  
Cells were imaged on a Axiovert 100TV inverted microscope (Zeiss).  Imaging 
chambers (glass slides with 100 mm spacers) were mounted on a custom-designed brass 
and Delrin microscope stage and held in place by an aluminium cover plate to provide 
thermal stability and rapid thermal equilibration (Figure 4.1).  Steady-state heating was 
achieved with two thermistors mounted on the aluminium plate. A small hole was drilled 
in this plate to pass the Argon ion laser and IR heating beam through while minimizing 
exposed surface area of the slide and coverslip.   
The cells were illuminated by a high power LED (Luxeon) or by the 458 nm line 
from an Argon ion laser (Coherent).  The LED was mounted on the back of the 
microscope and collimated using a home-built optical train consisting of a 50 mm 
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aspheric lens and a 150 mm plano-convex lens (Figure 4.1). The collimated beam was 
passed through the excitation filter (Chroma, ET470/40x) and focused by a 40x 
microscope objective (Zeiss) with numerical aperture of 0.65.  The emitted two color 
fluorescence (from AcGFP1 and mCherry) was collected by the same objective and 
separated from the blue excitation beam by a dichroic mirror (Chroma, T495LP) and a 
longpass emission filter (Omega, XF3108/25). The two-color fluorescence was separated 
into green and red components by using a second dichroic mirror (Chroma, T585LP) 
before being simultaneously imaged onto different positions on a CCD camera 
(Lumenera Corporation) operating at 60 frames per second (Figure 4.1).  Typical signal 
levels corresponded to a column density of <1000 proteins/mm2, estimated by 
comparing cell signal levels with in vitro solutions of protein, with a correction for focal 
depth of the fluorescence collection. 
When using the Argon ion laser for illumination, a prism selected the 458 nm line.  
The beam was then passed through a narrow bandpass filter (Chroma, Z458/10x) to 
remove any stray light.  The laser illuminated the sample from the top (in a trans-
illumination configuration), rather than through the objective.  We used a long focal 
length lens (f = 50 cm) to achieve speckle-free imaging with the laser source, by enlarging 
the speckles to greater than the size of a cell. 
 
Temperature sensing and calibration  
The temperature was calibrated both from above (slide) and below (coverslip) the 
stage by thermocouples.  A thermocouple also provided a feedback signal for the heating 
resistors to keep the temperature stable within ±0.5 °C.  To monitor the temperature in 
the living cell directly by mCherry fluorescence, a 532 nm diode laser (Casix) was used in 
the same configuration as the blue diode.  The resulting red fluorescence was separated 
from the excitation light by a bandpass emission filter (Chroma, ET630/75m).  The red 
fluorescence intensity is temperature sensitive, and was calibrated against the stage 
thermocouples.  A final independent calibration of the temperature of the entire 100 mm 
sample height, also suitable for in vitro measurements, was provided by a 1500 nm laser 
diode passed through the sample and chopped at 2 kHz for detection by an infrared 
detector (Infrared Associates MCT) coupled to a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research 
Associates).  Water transmission at 1500 nm is temperature sensitive, and was again 
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calibrated against thermocouples. All these methods showed for in vivo and in vitro 
excitation that the temperature and temperature jumps were uniform to the single pixel 
level of resolution. 
 
Temperature jumps 
Unfolding and refolding of the fusion protein was rapidly initiated by a large area 
tailored heating pulse from an infrared diode laser operating at 2200 nm (m2k laser). The 
laser was mounted on a breadboard above the stage of the inverted microscope.  We 
designed two laser output power profiles (Figure 4.2a) by mapping out the instrument 
response function with a ms square pulse, followed by Fourier deconvolution of the 
desired response with the instrument response function.  One profile (overshoot + 
plateau) resulted in rapid heating followed by a constant temperature for an arbitrary 
amount of time.  Picosecond jumps could be achieved in principle, although our laser 
electronics are limited to sub-ms.  A second profile achieved fairly rapid downward 
jumps with <50 ms time resolution by undershooting the laser power and then ramping 
it back up to provide an optimal downward step.  Cooling of the thin aluminum-covered 
glass slides can be quite fast.  An achromatic lens (f = 25 mm) was used to focus the laser 
beam to 500 !m in diameter, allowing uniform heating over 25 times the area of the cell 
being imaged.  Temperature jump size was calibrated by monitoring mCherry 
fluorescence. 
 
Image acquisition  
Videos of the cell under observation were recorded by custom-written software in 
LabView (National Instruments). The red and green cell images, projected onto adjacent 
areas of the same CCD sensor were superimposed onto each other with single pixel 
accuracy.  This was achieved by computing the cross correlation function between the 
two color images, and translating as well as rotating one image to maximize the cross 
correlation. The mean intensity of each image was calculated and plotted against the 
acquisition time.  Dividing the green by red intensity yields the FRET signal (D/A).  
Because different cells have different ratios of intact fusion construct to constructs with 
mCherry improperly folded or bleached, all data were referenced to the D/A ratio at 23 
°C (scaled value of 1 in Figure 4.2c, 4.3a and 4.4).  For comparison of in vitro to in vivo 
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profiles, the former amplitude was also normalized to the latter. For images in Figures 
4.3a and 4.5a, red and green fluorescence images were overlaid using ImageJ (NIH) to 
obtain the pseudocolored images. Pseudocolor was obtained by adding the original 8 bit 
values in the red (R) and green (G) fluorescence channels into an RGB color (R,G,0).  
 
Statistical data analysis  
The stretched exponential relaxations were fitted in Mathematica (Wolfram 
Research) or Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) using a non-linear least square fitting routine 
(Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm).  The uncertainties reported are ± s. d. 
  
Results 
Fast relaxation imaging 
Our goal was to study protein folding within a single cell, by a method whose time 
resolution is limited only by the induction time of the kinetics, and whose spatial 
resolution could be diffraction-limited.  We combined fluorescence microscopy of a 
FRET-labeled protein with small mid-infrared laser-induced temperature jumps to 
achieve such Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI).  Temperature jumps cover a wide range of 
time scales.  They equilibrate in aqueous media within 2 picoseconds (13), and have been 
carried out with picosecond lasers, nanosecond lasers, as well as slower microwave and 
resistive heating techniques (12).  Imaging two-color fluorescence from a protein labeled 
with a donor-acceptor pair for FRET detection allowed us to interrogate the folding 
status of the construct within a cell by measuring the time evolution of the FRET signal 
after the temperature jump.  We were able to achieve reversible unfolding and refolding, 
as well as temperature titrations across the unfolding transition of the labeled protein 
while the cell remained alive, as evidenced by cell morphology (14). 
Cells were transfected with plasmids of the FRET construct to be studied, and 
adhered to a slide on a temperature-controlled stage during the course of the experiment.  
The temperature-controlled stage was placed on an inverted fluorescence microscope 
(Figure 1).  In the folding experiment discussed in detail below, the protein mutant we 
studied unfolded at lower temperature than cellular proteins, and a green donor and a 
red acceptor with a high melting point (> 70 °C in vitro) were attached as probes.  As the 
protein unfolds and the average distance between FRET labels increases, the donor to 
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acceptor fluorescence ratio (D/A) increases.  The upper temperature limit in our 
experiments is set by the living cell. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Schematic of the FReI microscope. The cells in the imaging chamber (shown 
in exploded view) are illuminated by the blue LED or the Argon ion laser to excite the 
donor.  The green laser probes the temperature inside the cell by exciting the acceptor 
directly.  A heating (IR) laser initiates the temperature jump.  The 2-color fluorescent 
images are projected onto a CCD recording a ms time resolution movie of kinetics 
within the cell. Taken from ref. (15). 
 
We used two strategies to excite the FRET donor: a high power blue LED, or the 
458 nm Argon ion laser line.  The LED epi-illuminated the sample through an aspheric 
lens, beam-combining filters, and the main microscope objective.  The Argon ion laser 
was set up for experiments that require high excitation intensities (low protein 
expression).  Using an Argon ion laser in epi-illumination leads to a speckled image, so 
this approach has been used only for confocal or single molecule-particle tracking 
experiments (16,17), not for full cell imaging.   Somewhat involved schemes have been 
proposed to reduce coherence speckles during full imaging (18,19).  We solved this 
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problem by focusing the laser onto the sample in a highly oblique trans-illumination 
mode with a long focal length (50 cm) lens (Figure 4.1).  This increased the speckle size 
to the size of the field, uniformly illuminating the sample. 
Red and green fluorescence were collected through the objective and beam 
combining filters, then split into a red and a green channel and imaged onto adjacent 
spots of a single CCD sensor.  Our camera recorded a frame every 16.7 ms. The frame 
rate, not the temperature jump rate, currently limits the time resolution of the 
experiment, and could easily be sped up by using available cameras with microsecond 
time resolution.  
To study kinetics, fast upward and downward laser temperature jumps were initiated 
in the cell and its surrounding aqueous medium by a computer-tailored infrared diode 
laser.  The 2200 nm IR wavelength was absorbed uniformly by water in- and outside the 
cell, causing a step-shaped temperature rise within the acquisition time of the camera.  
Two types of pulses were used.  To achieve a fast upward jump only, the laser power was 
shaped into a spike followed by a plateau to raise the temperature rapidly, then keep it 
constant (Figure 4.2a).  A second type of laser profile also achieved a fast (< 50 ms) 
downward jump:  The laser pre-heated the cell to a constant temperature, spiked and 
plateau-ed, then was dropped to zero power to accelerate cooling, and finally raised to 
the pre-heating level to yield a box-shaped heating profile (Figure 4.2a).   
The temperature profile was monitored pixel-by-pixel in vitro or directly within the 
cell by exciting the acceptor label with a green diode laser (Figure 4.2b).  The acceptor 
fluorescence intensity was calibrated to an absolute temperature scale with a 
thermocouple mounted on the stage or on the slide below the cell.  The temperature was 
uniform to single pixel resolution, although implementation of temperature gradients 
across the cell to induce differential stress may be of interest in the future. 
For small jumps, the protein unfolding and refolding kinetics are completely 
reversible and return to the same D/A baseline within the cell (Figure 4.2c).  The initial 
very fast rise of D/A is due to a combination of an intrinsic fluorescence baseline 
(Figure 4.3a, supplementary information), and a small sub-ms kinetic burst phase, 
resolved in previous in vitro studies (20). The subsequent time-resolved increase of D/A 
results from unfolding of the protein construct (see following section).  In the U2OS and 
HeLa cells studied here, irreversible effects caused by aggregation or heat shock response 
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are observed only for much larger temperature jumps and much longer heating times 
than the 15 second, 4 °C temperature step used here.  Slow infrared heating up to 60 °C 
has been used to study heat shock response and gene induction in vivo (21). 
 
Figure 4.2. Heating laser profiles, resulting temperature profiles, and folding kinetics.  
(a) Laser profiles for a fast upward temperature jump of 4°C (black trace, truncated spike 
extends to 370 mW), and for a <50 ms downward jump (blue).  (b) Corresponding 
temperature profiles measured directly in a U2OS cell (black) and in vitro (blue) by 
mCherry fluorescence.  (c) Protein unfolding (t = 0 s to t = 15 s) and refolding (t = 15 s 
to t = 40 s) in a U2OS cell (black), and in vitro (blue).  The initial fast rise contains an 
unresolved burst phase, and an intrinsic fluorescence baseline (Figure 4.3a).  The 
subsequent resolved phase monitors unfolding of the PGK fusion construct.  After the 
temperature jump is switched off, the protein refolds to the original baseline, indicating 
complete reversibility both in the cell and in vitro. 
 
In a typical experiment, the cell is gradually heated on the stage and a heat 
denaturation curve of the protein is recorded as D/A within a few minutes.  At each 
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steady-state temperature, a small jump (typically 4 °C) then measures the relaxation 
kinetics.  To account for inactive acceptor labels, the data is referenced to a low 
temperature (23 °C) where most protein is folded (see Methods).  Thus stability and 
kinetic data can be collected in the same experiment on one cell.  Importantly, 
denaturation transitions and lifetime measurements are insensitive to absolute 
fluorescence variations across the cell, due for example to different cell thicknesses. 
 
PGK unfolding in v ivo  
To assess the performance of FReI, we studied PGK unfolding in readily cultured 
U2OS (human osteosarcoma) cells (Figures 4.2-4.4, 4.5b, c).  The question of interest 
was: How do the kinetics of unfolding differ from in vitro conditions, which we studied 
on the same instrument?  With a properly tailored heating and cooling pulse (Figure 
4.2b), a similar analysis could also be carried out for refolding, albeit with lower time 
resolution (Figure 4.2c). 
PGK was the protein of choice for our initial studies because previous in vitro 
experiments reveal stretched exponential kinetic phases ranging from microseconds to 
minutes (20,22).  We expected substantial unfolding within the experimental time 
window (16 ms to 15 s) studied here.  We designed a fusion protein consisting of mutant 
PGK labelled on its N- and C- termini by AcGFP1 (green donor) and mCherry (red 
acceptor).  Unfolding of this construct resulted in the N- and C- termini moving away 
from each other, leading to a decrease in FRET that is indicated by an increase in D/A 
(Figure 4.3b).  We used a low-melting triple mutant (Y122W/W308F/W333F) of PGK 
(20).  This construct allowed us to study unfolding titrations and kinetics at near-
physiological temperatures that are not harmful to the U2OS cells.  A high-melting 
mutant was used as a reference that would not unfold below 45 °C.  The fluorescent 
labels did not unfold up to 70 °C in vitro (cell death was the in vivo upper temperature 
limit).  Cell morphology served as an indicator of viability in all experiments (14), 
allowing temperatures up to 49 °C to be accessed in vivo. 
To measure in vivo protein stability and show that folding is being monitored, we 
measured the D/A ratio of the PGK fusion protein construct as a function of 
temperature, relative to the D/A at 23 °C.  The FRET ratio shows the expected 
broadening and shift caused by unfolding through several intermediates at higher 
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temperature (Figure 4.3b).  It also traces out a sigmoidal unfolding curve in vitro and in 
vivo (Figure 4.3a).   
 
Figure 4.3. Temperature-dependent FRET and thermal denaturation of the PGK fusion 
construct.  (a) Sigmoid fit to the in vivo D/A ratio upon thermal denaturation (black) 
compared to in vitro (blue).  The dotted line shows the intrinsic native state fluorescence 
baseline, which causes a small part of the instantaneous kinetic response (Figure 4.2c). 
(b) FRET D/A ratio shifts and broadens to an extended population at higher 
temperature as the protein unfolds. Taken from ref. (15). 
 
Unfolding is less cooperative in vivo, and the stability is slightly greater in vivo (Tm of 
42 ºC is the melting temperature of the protein in cells vs. 39 ºC in solution).  We thus 
expect that temperature jumps starting at 39 °C should lead to observable kinetics, while 
temperature jumps in the baselines (below 30 °C or above 45 °C) would yield only a 
small instantaneous response of the completely folded or completely unfolded protein.  
The signal to noise shown (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) required a protein column density of 
about 1000/mm2 in the cell (see Methods). 
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We investigated protein unfolding kinetics (and refolding kinetics in Figure 4.2c) 
starting at different initial temperatures, but with the same T-jump magnitude of 4 °C.  
Very different responses were observed at 27 ºC, 39 ºC and at 49 ºC (Figure 4.4).   
 
Figure 4.4. Normalized D/A relaxation kinetics of the PGK fusion protein in vivo and in 
vitro track the denaturation curves (Figure 4.3b).  (a) A T-jump from 27 to 31 ºC on the 
folded baseline shows no unfolding after the jump.  (b) A T-jump from 39 to 43 ºC, near 
the melting temperature, resolves unfolding of the construct in vitro and in vivo, but not 
for a stable mutant.  (c) A T-jump from 49 to 53 ºC on the unfolded baseline, showing 
no further unfolding.  Instead a small decrease of the D/A ratio is observed, presumably 
due to aggregation and intermolecular FRET. 
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As expected from the thermodynamic measurements, jumping from an initial 
temperature of 27 ºC yielded no response because no protein unfolding took place.  
Jumping from 39 ºC by 4 ºC, we resolved a large change in the D/A ratio as the protein 
thermally unfolds. The unfolding signal was well described by a signal function 
S(t) = A exp[-(t/t)b], yielding a time constant of t  = 3.01±0.04 s.  (The stretching factor 
b allowed a simplified fit to multi-intermediate kinetics and yielded values in the range 
0.67-0.87 in all cases).  A more stable PGK mutant (W308F/W333F, no melting below 
45 °C) had no kinetic phase at 39 °C, as expected (red trace in Figure 4.4b).  Jumping 
from 49 ºC yielded only a small fast decrease in D/A after the jump.  This was due to a 
small amount of aggregation at high temperature, which causes intermolecular FRET 
and therefore a decrease of D/A.   
Repeating the same temperature jump experiments with the PGK construct in 
aqueous solution at pH 7 results in faster kinetics.  After a jump from 39 °C (Figure 4.4), 
the relaxation time t = 1.95±0.22 s was obtained.  The environment in the cytoplasm of 
this particular cell slows down the kinetics.   
We repeated the in vivo experiment in HeLa cells to show that different cell lines can 
be used in our experiment; in the cell we studied, the kinetics are slowed down even 
more (t = 3.94±0.22 s) compared to the in vitro value (Figure 4.5a).  Finally, we used 
imaging of the U2OS cell to distinguish cytoplasmic regions of short (< 2.7 s), medium 
(2.7 to 3.2 s) and long (> 3.2 s) unfolding times within the same cell.  The largest 
homogenous regions are " 8 mm in diameter (Figure 4.5b, c). 
 
Discussion 
The fusion protein studied here most closely resembles hisPGK122, previously 
studied in vitro by refolding from the cold denatured state (20).  Measured folding 
relaxation times ranged from ms to s, which explains the observation of a burst phase in 
addition to the resolved kinetics here (Figure 4.2c) (20,22). 
We were able to compare the behavior of the same protein construct inside a single 
living cell directly to dilute solution.  The increased melting temperature in vivo (Figure 
4.3) could be due to the cytoplasm having a high concentration of macromolecular 
crowders.  A “crowded” environment can reduce the unfolded state entropy, decreasing 
the stability of the unfolded protein.  The observed increase of melting temperature Tm is 
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in agreement with simple crowding models (23). Both cells studied here cause slower 
folding than in vitro (Figures 4.4 and 4.5), indicating higher viscosity or higher activation 
energy within the cell.  Moreover, the activation energy or viscosity (or both) are 
position-dependent within the cell (Figure 4.5b, c).  A priori the observed folding time t 
could have slowed down or sped up, depending on whether increased viscosity of the 
cytoplasm or reduced unfolded state entropy dominates.  Indeed, models predict a non-
monotonic dependence of the rate on crowding fraction (23). 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Comparison of folding kinetics in two cell lines.  (a) Folding relaxation trace 
averaged over a HeLa cell for a T-jump from 39-43 °C; inset: fluorescence image of the 
HeLa cell. (b) Spatially resolved folding relaxation traces in a U2OS cell, distinguishing 
zones of fast (< 2.7 s, blue), medium (2.7 - 3.2 s, indigo) and slow (> 3.2 s, red) folding.  
(c) Color coded image for the three zones in (b); inset: fluorescence image of the U2OS 
cell. The resolution was 0.43 #m per pixel for Figure 4.5a and 1.3 #m per pixel for 
Figure 4.5c (binned resolution). Taken from ref. (15). 
 
Although the method has been tested only with PGK in two cell lines thus far, and 
over a limited temperature range (23 to 49 °C), the results point to interesting questions 
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for the future.  What would a high resolution spatial map of protein stability within a 
single cell look like?  The lower observed cooperativity in the cell (Figure 4.3a) could be 
due to averaging over different protein stabilities in different parts of the cell, or it could 
be truly lower cooperativity of individual protein molecules.  Different expression levels 
coupled with diffraction-limited resolution of the thermodynamics could probe the 
extent to which the cytoplasm modulates protein stability (24).  Detailed comparison 
among different cells from the same cell line and among different cell lines will also be 
of interest: do protein stability and folding rate vary more within a single cell (Figure 4.5b 
and c) than among different cells? 
Processes besides folding can be observed by FReI, and for such processes 
physiological temperature limits are less of a hindrance.  Tracking cell-specific protein 
dynamics in entire cell populations will help us understand processes like stochastic gene 
expression (25), cell division (26) or apoptosis (27).  Rapid temperature sensitive protein-
protein interactions or aggregate formation within cells could be perturbed and 
monitored as they relax back towards steady-state.  For example, chaperone binding 
from the heat shock response could slow the refolding relaxation rate relative to the 
unfolding relaxation rate.  FReI is the natural means to study such heat shock responses.  
As a final example, in vivo kinetic assays could be developed in organisms such as C. 
elegans or zebrafish amenable to microscopy studies: temperature-sensitive small molecule 
binding is useful for drug screening or searching for compounds that act as protein 
misfolding medication (28), and fundamental processes such as the heat shock response 
could be studied in vivo. 
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FReI thermodynamic and kinetic data analysis 
 
Introduction 
The thermodynamic and kinetic data analysis has been described only briefly before, 
so we discuss it in more detail here and outline several possible data analysis schemes.  It 
is similar to the conventional thermal titration and T-jump kinetics analysis, but for a 
FRET signal instead of intrinsic fluorescence. Here we focus on the analysis of average 
signals from entire organelles; pixel-to-pixel dynamics would require additional 
consideration of protein diffusion. 
 
Methods and Results 
The FRET reaction coordinate is R, the donor-acceptor distance. The protein 
population '(R) shifts towards less folded states upon heating or upward T-jump, and 
towards the folded state upon cooling or downward T-jump (Figure 5.1). The FRET 
efficiency E is given by 





#                                      (5.1) 
where R0 is the Förster distance.  E depends on time t in a kinetics experiment because ' 
evolves in time, and E depends on temperature in a thermodynamic titration experiment 
because ' shifts with temperature. The other key property is that E['] is a linear 
functional of the population '. The resulting donor and acceptor fluorescence intensities, 
measured separately on the CCD camera, are 
                                                      D = ! DIexcD0 (T )(1" E)  and                                (5.2) 
 A = ! AIexcD0 (T )A0 (T )E . 
! D  and ! A are constants that depend on collection efficiency and fluorescence filters.  It 
is assumed that filters with negligible bleed-through between D and A channels are used, 
as in our case. Iexc is the excitation laser intensity. D0 and A0 are the temperature-
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dependent donor and acceptor quantum yields. We measured both quantum yields, 
which are well-fitted by straight lines from 22 to 50 °C (Figure 5.2). 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Schematic energy landscape showing how protein populations shift upon a 
temperature jump.   
 
We find that two types of signals constructed from D and A are particularly useful 
for thermodynamic and kinetic analysis, and yield consistent results for thermodynamic 
and kinetic fitting parameters: 
                                               





E  and                                  (5.3a) 
                                             
! D
IexcD0 (T )





= 1" 2E                  (5.3b) 
Each expression has its practical advantages and disadvantages.  (5.3a) requires only one 
non-trivial scaling factor A0(T), the ratio (A/(D being constant.  However, (5.3a) does not 
depend linearly on the population '. (5.3b) requires two temperature-dependent scaling 
factors.  (5.3b) on the other hand depends linearly on E and hence on the population 
distribution function '. 
For thermal denaturation experiments, we find that eq. (5.3a) is most suitable 
because it requires the least scaling by temperature-dependent quantum yields that could 
distort the signal.  Kinetics can be fitted by either (5.3a) or (5.3b). The kinetics 
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measurement is made at constant temperature, so eq. (5.3b) is reduced to the simple 
form 
                                                    D(t) ! aA(t) ~ E(t) + const.                                   (5.4) 
We find equation (5.3b) particularly useful for kinetics because the fit is linearly 
proportional to protein population. 
In order to fit experimental data, eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) must be coupled with a 
biophysical model that connects E with free energies or rate coefficients.  Here we 
discuss two simple examples: a n-state thermodynamic model, and a stretched 
exponential kinetic model.  Any other standard biophysical model can be implemented 
equally easily.  
For an n-state folder, we can partition the reaction coordinate R at Rij
† (Figure 5.1a 
and rewrite the integral (5.1) as 
 
 

















" f1(T ) + dR
1
1+ RR0( )
6 !2 (R,T )
R12†
R23†
" f2 (T ) +!
# E1(T ) f1(T ) + E2 (T ) f2 (T ) +!
              (5.5) 
The first line is exact.  The second line makes the assumption of discrete 
thermodynamic states (i.e. !(Rij† )! 0), each of which has a population 'i normalized to 
unity, so that the fraction of protein in state “i” is given by fi(T).  The temperature 
dependence of fi(T) is the desired output because it allows relative free energies of all 
states to be calculated.  However, the FRET efficiencies Ei, or “baselines” (as they are 
commonly called in thermodynamic fitting), are also temperature-dependent. The 
temperature dependence can be intrinsic to the probe, or a thermodynamic state can 
move by a small distance "R when the temperature increases from T1 to T2, changing the 
FRET efficiency sampled by the state’s population (Figure 5.1). 
PGK is of course not a two-state folder, but its thermal unfolding (unlike its 
guanidinium-induced unfolding) is well-represented by a single transition (Figure 5.3).  
For two-state melting, eq. (5) contains only two terms with state “1” = “F” for “folded” 
and state “2” = “U” for unfolded.  A frequently used model for the free energy is  
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fF = 1! fU , fU =
1
1+ e!"G(T )/RT , "G(T ) = CT
(1) (T ! Tm ) + CT(2) (T ! Tm )2 +!     (5.6) 
In this equation, "G(T) is the folding free energy expanded in a Taylor series in 
temperature, Tm is the apparent two-state melting temperature, and CT are expansion 
parameters.  Eq. (5.3a) becomes 
                                   
(1! E)
E =
(1! EF ) + (EF ! EU ) fU
EF ! (EF ! EU ) fU
=
(1! b) + cfU
b ! cfU
.                  (5.7) 
 
Figure 5.2. Quantum yield trends of AcGFP1 and mCherry as a function of 
temperature.  The temperature dependent quantum yields are well described by straight 
lines. 
 
When we plot the D/A ratio normalized to 1 at room temperature, there is an 
approximately linear baseline (Figure 5.3).  When we plot DA0/A normalized to 1 at 
room temperature, there is no baseline (Figure 5.3).  This observation indicates that the 
range of "R sampled by the native state does not appreciably alter the FRET efficiency.  
Equation (5.7) can be used to fit either DA0/A or D/A (if A0 is not available), by 
making b and c either constants or straight lines.  The Tm obtained by these methods in 




Figure 5.3. Thermal denaturation of PGK represented in two different schemes (a) with 
and (b) without linear baselines. 
 
Kinetic fitting will be illustrated using eq. (5.4).  During kinetics, the temperature is 
constant.  Inserting eq. (5.5) into (5.4) yields 
                                 
D(t) ! aA(t) ~ EF fF (t) + EU fU (t) + const.
~ EF + (EF ! EU ) fU (t) + const.
~ bfU (t) + c
,                    (5.8) 
where b and c are constants since the temperature is constant after the T-jump.  The 
factor a is not critical because of the linear dependence of population on D-aA.  In 
practice, we find two values of a particulary useful.  Selecting a so that D(t) and A(t) have 
the same signal-to-noise ratio maximizes the signal to noise ratio of the difference.  
Selecting a as the ratio of slopes in Figure 5.1 eliminates the effect of small temperature 
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fluctuations from the signal (e.g. when the jump laser power settles in at t=0) because D 
and A respond to temperature fluctuations according to the slopes in Figure 5.1. 
As a kinetic model, we use 
                                                       fU (t) ~ e!(t /" )
#
+ const. ,                                      (5.9) 
the same stretched exponential model to which much of the literature PGK data has 
been fitted (1-3). We fitted the kinetics signal to this stretched exponential function (to 
describe the folding/unfolding relaxation after the T-jump). For data that shows a spike 
at short times (<200 ms) due to transient overheating by the temperature pulse, we fit 
the signal to a stretched exponential function plus a small single exponential. The 
functional form of the equation used is: 
                                             D(t) ! aA(t) = y0 + Alasere!(t /" laser ) + Ae!(t /" )
#
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Translational diffusion of proteins in eukaryotic cells is affected by the viscosity of 
the solvent, by binding to macromolecules and organelles, and by large crowders that 
sterically restrict motion (1).  Studies with fluorescence-labeled proteins have shown that 
they undergo slightly anomalous diffusion < !x2 >~ t"  ('=0.75-1) due to crowding (2).  
On the 1 !m length scale, enzymes such as PGK have a translational diffusion 
coefficient Dcell(trans )" 0.04 !Dwater(trans )  in mammalian cells (1). The rotational diffusion 
coefficient Dcell(rot ) = 0.7Dwater(rot )  of a native protein is much closer to the aqueous value (3). 
Diffusion also plays a key role in protein folding (4). The prefactor #0 of the folding 
time 
                                                          ! f = ! 0(D( fold )) e"Gf
† (T )/RT                (6.1) 
depends inversely on the diffusion coefficient D( fold )  of the protein chain in the transition 
state ensemble.  Within the crowded cell, a rotating native protein explores much less 
interstitial space than a translationally diffusing protein. The folding reaction is 
intermediate in terms of the volume explored by the denatured state, so one might 
expect an intermediate value for the diffusion coefficient D( fold ) . The value Dcell( fold ) / Dwater( fold )  
has not been measured before. We need to know its value to answer the question: How 
much is the prefactor of in vitro studies likely to differ from the prefactor in the natural 
folding environment within the cell? 
Here we compare the folding relaxation time of PGK in mammalian (U2OS) cells 
with that in aqueous solution. To make sure that a single anomalous cell does not skew 
the results, we studied the relaxation of PGK in 30 different cells to obtain an average 
folding relaxation time ! =4.1 s, only twice our measured in vitro value of 2.0 s. Cell-to-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! Partially reproduced from A. Dhar, S. Ebbinghaus, Z. Shen, T. Mishra, and M. 
Gruebele, Biophys. J. 99, L69-L71 (2010).  
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cell variations are much greater than in vitro variations that define the measurement 
uncertainty. # is affected by two influences: Local viscosity modulates the prefactor in eq. 
(6.1) (5,6).  Crowding, binding and chemical variations modulate the protein’s folding 
free energy landscape, and hence the activation barrier in eq. (6.1). To estimate the effect 
of the latter, we measured the variation of $G for folding within cells and from cell to 
cell to estimate the variation of $G†. The correction turns out to be small, and we 
calculate that Dcell( fold ) / Dwater( fold ) =0.6 on average, with a standard deviation of !D =25% among 
cells. Thus diffusion of the folding polypeptide chain occupies a middle ground between 
near-aqueous rotational diffusion, and slower (considerably slower for metabolic 
enzymes) translational diffusion in the eukaryotic cell. 
 
Methods 
Cell culture and microscopy  
The U2OS cells were cultured as described earlier (Chapter 4, Methods) and 
transfected with the FRET labeled PGK plasmid using Lipofectamine 2000. 6 hours 
after transfection, the cells were split and grown on coverslips. FReI experiments were 
done 24-48 hours after transfection using a Zeiss Axiovert 100TV inverted microscope 
for imaging.  During FReI experiments, the cells were kept in imaging chambers 
(Chapter 4, Methods) filled with Liebovitz L-15 media supplemented with penicillin-
streptomycin (PS) and 30% fetal bovine serum (FBS).  
 
Temperature jumps, thermodynamic titrations and image acquisition  
Protein relaxation was induced by a temperature jump and monitored using a CCD 
camera. A tailored mid-IR (2200 nm) pulse emitted by a diode laser jumped up the 
temperature of the cells (or of the in vitro protein solution), starting at 39 ºC across the 
unfolding transition to 43 ºC. The green and red fluorescence images were recorded with 
17 ms time-resolution for 15 s. Thermodynamic titrations were obtained by measuring 
the steady-state fluorescence ratio (D/A) at each temperature. Acquired images were 
overlaid, the intensities integrated and the fluorescence ratio (D/A) was calculated using 
custom-written software in LabView (National Instruments).  
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In vi tro studies  
The PGK fusion protein was fluorescence labeled with AcGFP1 at the N terminus 
and mCherry at the C terminus.  When unfolded, green fluorescence from the AcGFP1 
donor dominates; when folded, red fluorescence from the mCherry acceptor dominates, 
resulting in a smaller D/A fluorescence ratio.  The protein was expressed in E. coli cells 
and purified as described in (7). For the comparative FReI experiment, we prepared a 10 
!M aqueous solution (pH 7) and investigated the protein relaxation under experimental 
conditions otherwise equal to the in vivo conditions. 10 µM concentration produces about 
the same column density of protein as expressed in the cells. 
 
Osmosis study  
Liebovitz L-15 media supplemented with PS and 30% FBS was diluted by Milli-Q 
water (ratio 1:1) causing cell swelling due to hypotonicity. We measured the protein 
relaxation rate immediately before media exchange and 30 min afterwards.  The cell area 
attached to the coverslip (cell size as detected by fluorescence microscopy) decreased 
from 390 !m2 to 360 !m2, indicating that the cell loses adhesion upon swelling. The 
overall increase in cell volume is indicated by the increase in cell height (protein column 
density of the fusion protein). The mean intensity across the cell area increased 2-fold 
(74 to 146; 8-bit). The water influx causes dilution of cellular macromolecules and 
decreases the cytoplasmic viscosity. 
 
Data fitting 
Kinetics were fitted to a stretched exponential function. Thermodynamic titrations 
were analyzed by fitting the steady-sate D/A ratio to a sigmoidal function with linear 
native and denatured baselines, and with a linear temperature dependence of the free 
energy. Data fitting was carried out with a Leveneberg-Marquardt algorithm in Igor Pro 
(Wavemetrics). Uncertainties are reported as ± the standard deviation. The exact 
functional form used to fit the kinetics was:  S(t ) = y0 + Ae
!( t/" )# . For thermodynamics, 
we used the following functional form: $!with linear baselines  Si = ai + bi (T ! Tm ), i = F , D  
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Results and Discussion 
Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) of multiple cells 
We measured PGK folding/unfolding kinetics by Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) 
(7). The same instrument configuration with the same FRET-labeled mutant was used 
for in cell and in vitro measurements to allow a direct comparison of relaxation times # 
(Figure 6.1).  Fluorescent PGK was expressed in U2OS (bone tissue cancer) cells.  The 
mutant, which has enzymatic activity nearly identical to the wild type (8), unfolds at 
about 41 °C in U2OS cells.  The 30 cells we measured were picked at random and 
differed in size, expression level, and cytoplasm to nuclear area ratio c/n (Figure 6.2). 
Cell area, protein column density and cytoplasmic to nuclear area ranged from 800 !m2 < 
size < 4500 !m2, 300 proteins/!m2 < expression level < 2000 proteins/!m2, 3.5 < c/n < 
9.3. FRET-labeled PGK in aqueous solution or in cells was subject to a millisecond 
temperature jump of 39 to 43 °C (Figure 6.1) centered on the thermal unfolding 
transition.  Thus folding and unfolding relaxation times are about the same, as implied by 




Figure 6.1. Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) produces snapshots of protein 
folding/unfolding relaxation in vivo.  Folding or unfolding kinetics of PGK are induced 
by rapidly laser-switching the temperature of the cell and medium by a small amplitude 
(% ±4 °C).  As the protein population shifts towards the new equilibrium state, the 
donor to acceptor fluorescence ratio D/A changes.  Near the denaturation transition 
temperature of 39 °C, the up and down temperature jumps were shown to be reversible 
and of equal rate (see text). 
 
Folding relaxation kinetics were read out as the change in donor-acceptor 
fluorescence intensity ratio, P(t)~D(t)/A(t).  By studying kinetic lifetimes instead of 
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absolute amplitudes, our results are insensitive to deactivated acceptor labels, cell 
thickness variations, or similar artifacts.  We previously showed that FRET-labeled PGK 
that could be unfolded and then refolded reversibly in less than 15 seconds (7).  Our 
small temperature jumps did not affect cell viability, as evidenced by cell morphology (9).  




Figure 6.2. Images of the 30 cell ensemble studied by FReI. Cells 2, 3, 4, 8, 14, 18, 22 
and 30 have been brightened 4$ using ImageJ (NIH). Taken from ref. (10). 
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Relaxation rate varies strongly from cell to cell 
Figure 6.3 shows the normalized relaxation kinetics of PGK in three representative 
cells. Our fits are summarized in Table 6.1 and the full set of relaxation kinetics is shown 
in Figure 6.4. All data were well fitted by stretched exponentials P(t) = exp[!(t / " )# ] . $=1 
corresponds to single-exponential kinetics or two-state folding. $<1 results from passage 
through a hierarchical succession of intermediates. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Protein folding/unfolding relaxation monitored near the denaturation 
midpoint (jump starting at 39 °C) in three of the 30 studied cells compared to the in vitro 
measurement (dotted black line).  The cytoplasmic environment varies substantially 
among cells within a population, leading to distinct folding speeds. The parameters 
obtained from fits are summarized in Table 5.1. Taken from ref. (10). 
 
Table 6.1. Stretched exponential fit parameters for the 30 cells in Figure 6.2. 
Cell # # (s) $ A 
1 2.8641 ± 0.295 0.43233 ± 0.015 0.064397 ± 0.00152 
2 3.0572 ± 0.228 0.84527 ± 0.0901 0.10024 ± 0.00666 
3 4.1889 ± 0.273 0.65133 ± 0.0204 0.13899 ± 0.00296 
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4 2.7596 ± 0.298 0.59235 ± 0.0378 0.1036 ± 0.00323 
5 3.1404 ± 0.0916 0.82878 ± 0.0232 0.046694 ± 0.000475 
6 3.0144 ± 0.0214 0.86614 ± 0.00656 0.093189 ± 0.000228 
7 4.9014 ± 0.323 0.6318 ± 0.0166 0.1002 ± 0.00216 
8 4.4988 ± 0.363 0.64528 ± 0.0232 0.13859 ± 0.00367 
9 2.4106 ± 0.0509 0.73464 ± 0.015 0.082532 ± 0.000527 
10 3.7575 ± 0.126 0.73873 ± 0.0165 0.11997 ± 0.00141 
11 5.1443 ± 0.509 0.68091 ± 0.0289 0.083033 ± 0.00287 
12 5.2972 ± 0.442 0.67727 ± 0.0234 0.024188 ± 0.000705 
13 4.6584 ± 0.769 0.52314 ± 0.0273 0.024215 ± 0.00111 
14 5.4362 ± 2.88 0.56817 ± 0.0952 0.034206 ± 0.00549 
15 4.51 ± 0.466 0.62566 ± 0.0562 0.037744 ± 0.00268 
16 3.9246 ± 0.086 0.74051 ± 0.0104 0.16712 ± 0.0013 
17 4.1431 ± 0.0989 0.66414 ± 0.00797 0.12461 ± 0.000986 
18 4.8832 ± 0.717 0.56832 ± 0.0586 0.12272 ± 0.0107 
19 2.985 ± 0.0443 0.71017 ± 0.00806 0.093706 ± 0.00045 
20 3.579 ± 0.446 0.50181 ± 0.0491 0.093144 ± 0.00733 
21 3.2902 ± 0.108 0.64301 ± 0.0124 0.066402 ± 0.00068 
22 4.2697 ± 0.712 0.88141 ± 0.209 0.027803 ± 0.00428 
23 4.1128 ± 0.29 0.62497 ± 0.0202 0.064187 ± 0.00143 
24 1.866 ± 0.039 0.95494 ± 0.0245 0.038386 ± 0.000599 
25 6.216 ± 1.13 0.4588 ± 0.0359 0.081138 ± 0.00628 
26 5.1863 ± 0.234 0.57709 ± 0.00872 0.054766 ± 0.000754 
27 2.8448 ± 0.0582 0.79155 ± 0.0156 0.094525 ± 0.000638 
28 5.2163 ± 0.498 0.63059 ± 0.0451 0.096673 ± 0.00579 
29 6.9979 ± 1.12 0.61752 ± 0.0524 0.061455 ± 0.00513 






Figure 6.4. D/A signal for the 30 cells used in our study, normalized to 1 at t=0, but 
unnormalized in amplitude. Taken from ref. (10). 
 
Figure 6.5 shows a histogram of # for the ensemble of 30 U2OS cells and for 30 in 
vitro data points that characterize the measurement uncertainty.  The in vitro distributions 
yield ! = 2.03±0.11 s and !  = 0.72±0.02.  The uncertainties (±s.d.) characterize the 
measurement error.  The in vivo distributions are accounted for by ! = 4.1 s with a 
standard deviation of !" =1.2 s, and ! =0.7, with a standard deviation of 0.13.  The 
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relaxation time is typically slower in cells (2-7 s) than in vitro, and twice as long on 
average.  The width of the histogram in the cell is much greater than the measurement 
error deduced from the in vitro measurement, as can be seen from the widths of blue and 
black histograms in Figure 6.5. 
 
Figure 6.5. Histogram of folding lifetime in vitro and in cells. The in vivo distribution 
(black bars) is much wider and slower than the variation among in vitro measurements 
(blue bars). Taken from ref. (10). 
 
Histogram of ! and correlation between relaxation time and folding mechanism 
The histogram of the stretching factor $ is shown in Figure 6.6. Although any single 
parameter such as $ is an oversimplification of the folding mechanism, it can be used 
conveniently to describe changes in folding mechanism. We also examined the data for 
correlations among cell and kinetic parameters.  The following were plotted in pairwise 
combinations to search for correlations: cell surface area, average expression level, 
cytoplasm to nuclear area ratio, $ and #.  We found only one significant correlation, 
shown in Figure 6.7:  the faster-folding cells are closer to making PGK fold two-state. 
There is however considerable random variation about this trend, which has a linear 
correlation coefficient of only R = 0.51. $ decreases as # increases because a rougher 
energy landscape goes hand in hand with slower folding times.  
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Figure 6.6. Histogram of $ values in vitro (blue bars) and in cells (black bars). As 
observed for the folding relaxation time, the in vivo distribution shows a much larger 
spread in values than the in vitro distribution.  
 
 
Figure 6.7. A correlation is evident between #  and $ for cells (black, open circles) while 
no such correlation exists in vitro (blue, open triangles). 
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Tuning cytoplasm viscosity by osmosis affects the folding rate 
We verified that the relaxation time has the correct qualitative dependence when 
viscosity and crowding in the cell are reduced by dilution of the cytoplasm.  Figure 6.8 
shows the speed-up of the relaxation rate when a cell is treated with hypotonic media, 
increasing its size (and hence water content) approximately by a factor of 2. In the 
diluted cytoplasm, folding sped up by a factor of 1.5 and the average mechanism 
switched from a folding mechanism involving a hierarchical succession of intermediates 
to a two-state scenario. 
 
Figure 6.8. Cells with greater water content (hypotonic) promote faster protein folding. 
Taken from ref. (10). 
 
Estimation of energetic effects contributing to the folding rate 
If the only factor affecting !  were the viscosity of the cellular matrix, one could 
conclude from the histogram in Figure 5.5 that Dcell( fold ) / Dwater( fold ) =0.5 on average, and that its 
relative standard deviation among cells is !D = 30% .  However, !  is also affected by 
changes in the protein’s folding free energy landscape.  Crowding could destabilize the 
unfolded state (11), and hence reduce the folding barrier.  Chemical variations and 
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protein binding could further modulate the free energy barrier and vary the folding time 
! . We consider both effects. 
We first considered the effect of protein stability on #. We measured thermal melts as 
described in (7) for several cells (Table 6.2).  PGK on average melts 2 °C higher in 
U2OS cells than in vitro.  The average stabilization at the in vitro Tm of 39.5 °C was !G = 
-4.0 kJ/mole, with a cell-to-cell standard deviation !"G  = 1.8 kJ/mole.  The average phi-
value of 0.3 for proteins (12,13) yields correspondingly smaller !G †  and !"G† , if we 
assume that the same phi values apply for free energy variations in the cell as for in vitro 
mutation.  Based on this shift and variability of the free energy barrier in cells, we 
estimate that energy landscape modulation increases the average # in the histogram of 
Figure 6.5 by a factor "1.3 compared to in vitro.  We also estimate it contributes about 
15% of the 30% cell-to-cell variation of #. 
 
Table 6.2: Thermodynamic parameters for the 5 cells used to estimate thermodynamic 
energy landscape effects 
 
Cell # Tm (°C) $G (kJ/mol) 
31 40.9 ± 1.0 -1.96 ± 0.8 
32 42.3 ± 0.8 -6.27 ± 3.3 
33 41.1 ± 0.4 -2.74 ± 0.6 
34 43.8 ± 1.1 -5.22 ± 2.1 
35 40.3 ± 0.3 -3.77 ± 1.3 
 
To estimate how much the folding barrier changes on average and how this affects #, 
we will use the phi value.  The phi value connects free energy changes of the barrier to 
the free energy changes of folding.  Phi approaches 0 if the transition state is similar to 
the denatured state, 1 if the transition state is similar to the native state.  Phi values are 
conventionally obtained by mutation, but we have shown that temperature tuning, for 
example, produces similar free energy derivatives (14).   
Our assumptions for estimating the variation of # are:  
1) We assume that crowding and solvent effects in the cell have a similar phi value 
to the average of "0.3 deduced from mutation studies cited above. 
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2) We assume a two-state scenario (not exactly valid for PGK, since $%1 averaged 
over cells). 
3) We approximate the free energy of folding by the linear function 
!Gf = g1(T " Tm )  near Tm.  From the fit to the thermodynamic denaturation 
curves summarized in Table 6.2, the constant g1 approximately equals -1.5 
kJ/mole/Kelvin.   
4) We assume that energy landscape variation is accounted for by native state 
stability (by the phi value) only. 
5) We assume that the temperature dependence of the prefactor !0
†  is weak (as 
shown for WW domain and villin headpiece in refs. (15) and (16)) over the 
temperature range of a few degrees by which the melting temperature in the cell 
and in vivo differ. 
With these assumptions, the free energy barrier for folding becomes 
!G† = !G0† + "!Gf = !G0† + "g1(T # Tm ) .  ! =0.3 (assumption 1), g1=-1.5 kJ/mole/Kelvin 
(assumption 3) and !G0† , the activation free energy at the thermal denaturation midpoint, 
is constant (assumption 4).  The observed rate, which is the sum of the folding and 
unfolding rates (assumption 2), is given by 
                   
kobs (T ,Tm ) = k f + ku = !0†e"#G0
† /RT e"$g1(T"Tm )/RT + e"($"1)g1(T"Tm )/RT%& '(
) k0 e"$g1(T"Tm )/RT + e"($"1)g1(T"Tm )/RT%& '(
              (6.2) 
where !0†  is constant (assumption 5). 
For our T-jump to T=43 °C, and using Tm = 39.5 °C in vitro and 41.7 °C in cells (on 
average), 
 kobs (T = 43°C,Tm = 39.5°C) = 2.05 ! k0  in vitro and                                                (6.3) 
 kobs (T = 43°C,Tm = 41.7) = 1.85 ! k0  for folding in cells.                                    (6.4) 
Thus the observed rate is 10% slower in cells than in vitro due to the average 
stabilization.  To correct, the time # has to be divided by 1.1. 
A spread of $G about the average leads to a spread of #, but can also shift the center 
of the # distribution in Figure 6.5 because # depends nonlinearly on $G.  Assuming the 
spread of $G† is again related to the spread of $G by the phi value, so !"G† =0.6 
kJ/mole, we sampled energy barriers from this distribution to compute a simulated 
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histogram for #.  We find that # increases by a factor of 1.2 due to the spread, and the 
spread has a standard deviation of 15%, smaller than the 30% actually observed.  
Combining both effects yields a factor %1.3 increase in #, and a standard deviation not 
due to the energy landscape of  ! D " !# = [0.3
2 $ 0.152 ]1/2 " 0.25 . 
Of the assumptions 1)-5), 2) is discussed separately.  Of the remainder, the most 
serious is 4): Crowding or solvation effects beyond the linear phi value effect are 
possible, causing the activation free energy to change without a change in protein 
stability.  Such a variation is likely to be smaller than the linear term: for example, we 
have showed (8) that sucrose causes a linear increase in folding time and melting 
temperature of PGK.  Only when enough sucrose is added to raise Tm above 45 °C, well 
above the 41.7 °C average Tm reported here, does the relationship between $G and ln k 
become nonlinear. 
Energy landscape roughness could have a direct kinetic effect on # as well.  In the 
U2OS cells we observed, !  ranges from 0.4 to 1, from energy landscapes rougher than in 
vitro to two-state landscapes Thus, we compared only those cells with ! =0.7±0.1 with 
the in vitro result (b=0.72±0.02).  As it turns out, these 16 (out of 30) cells have ! =4.2 s, 
close to the average for the whole ensemble.  
 
Calculation of the folding diffusion coefficient 
Therefore the corrected value for the folding diffusion coefficient in cells lies very 
close to the value deduced directly from Figure 6.5: Dcell( fold ) / Dwater( fold )" (1.3.2.03/4.2)"0.6, 
with a 25% cell-to-cell variation.  The average diffusion coefficient for folding of our 
construct lies between the typical value for rotational diffusion of folded proteins (ratio 
of 0.7) and the value for diffusion of dye-labeled PGK injected into mammalian cells 
(ratio of 0.04, Dcell(trans )  " 0.004 nm2/ns) from ref. (1). 
The discrepancy between Dcell( fold )  and Dcell(trans )  is rather larger for the enzyme PGK than 
for a protein such as GFP (Dcell(trans )  " 0.025 nm2/ns).  Such slow diffusion has been 
observed for several metabolic enzymes, and Verkman has proposed that binding of 
metabolic enzymes to cell components is responsible (1), being part of metabolic 
regulatory activity.   
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It is worth mentioning that some effects of crowding are not included in our 
corrections.  For example, translational diffusion of PGK in ref. (1) was studied without 
large fluorescent protein labels. Labeled PGK might diffuse even more slowly than 
unlabeled PGK, or diffusion could be similar if binding interactions are causing the 
slowdown.  Also, tethered labels deplete freely diffusing cellular components near PGK, 
which could affect the folding diffusion coefficient (11).  This effect could be quantified 
in the future by injecting dye-labeled PGK into the cell, rather than expressing 
fluorescent protein in the cell. 
In summary, we have shown that the local diffusion coefficient for folding in 
eukaryotic cells is similar to the value obtained in aqueous solution.  Our results suggest 
that the prefactor for the folding rate coefficient in vivo is only a factor of two slower 
than in vitro.  Crowding does affect folding in the cell: average protein stability differs 
among cells by as much as 1.7 RT (4.3 kJ/mole), and folding times vary by over a factor 
of 3. Yet the frictional properties of water in the interstitial space between crowders 
sampled during folding are similar to the bulk.   
Given the unusually slow translational diffusion of PGK, we speculate that cells may 
affect the function of their proteins by at least three non-genetic mechanisms: variations 
in expression level (17), post-translational modifications (18), and now modulation of the 
protein energy landscape and viscosity in the cell. 
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In Chapters 4 and 6, we used FReI to investigate the folding of phosphoglycerate 
kinase (PGK) in living cells. We showed that PGK is slightly stabilized in the cytoplasm 
of living cells compared to in vitro, that its folding in the cytoplasm is patterned, and that 
it folds more slowly in the cytoplasm mostly due to a small (! 2) increase in local 
viscosity as opposed to an increase of the folding barrier (1,2). 
Differences in crowding and chemical makeup can modulate protein stability or 
folding rates (3-5). For instance, the presence of a high concentration of DNA in the 
nucleus could cause proteins to fold differently than in the cytoplasm. As another 
example, the highly folded and membrane-rich endoplasmic reticulum (ER) may create a 
folding environment distinct from the nucleus and cytoplasm. Modulation of protein 
folding at the subcellular level is interesting for two reasons. It could be used as a probe 
of the cellular environment. Even more exciting is the prospect that cells could modulate 
their proteins’ energy landscapes to modulate function (1). 
Whether protein folding serves as a probe in the cell, or as an example of ‘post-post-
translational’ control of the cell over proteins, we need more data on folding in the cell.  
Experiments have begun to probe biomolecular stability and folding kinetics inside living 
cells (1,2,6). Some experiments have focused on the initial ribosomal folding (7). Others 
have studied post-translational unfolding or refolding, which is also important: proteins 
have marginal stability (8), which means they could frequently and spontaneously unfold 
or partly unfold (on a time scale Keq/kf from milliseconds to hours, depending on the 
folding rate coefficient kf and equilibrium constant Keq for folding).  The chaperone 
machinery in the cell cannot assist all of these events. Nonetheless, our experiments in 
Chapter 4 showed that unfolding of phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) is a highly 
reversible process (nearly 100% recovery) in the cell (2), unlike in vitro crowding 
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measurements, where aggregation occurs. The cellular cytoplasm is a complex 
environment, but highly conducive to protein folding. 
In this chapter, we extend our study to the cell nucleus and ER, to see how the 
protein folding landscape is modulated by in the DNA-packed nucleus, or by the 
membrane-rich ER. We use localization tags to introduce PGK in the nucleus and ER, 
and compare stability with the same construct in vitro, as well as among constructs inside 
U2OS (human osteosarcoma) cells. We find that stability and dynamics in the ER and 
cytoplasm are very similar, whereas the nucleus stabilizes the protein significantly over 
these other compartments and allows PGK to fold more rapidly. 
 
Methods 
Protein design, expression and purification 
DNA constructs for the nuclear- and endoplasmic reticulum- (ER-) localizing 
versions of AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry (we used the Y122W/W308F/W333F mutant of 
yeast PGK) were cloned into the pDream 2.1 vector, which enabled expression in both 
mammalian and E. coli cells.  For targeting PGK to the nucleus, 3 repeats of the SV40 
nuclear localization sequence (9) were fused to the C-terminus of the AcGFP1-PGK-
mCherry sequence. The DNA sequence of the SV40 NLS was:  
 GAT CCA AAA AAG AAG AGA AAG GTA  
For ER-localization, we used the calreticulin targeting sequence fused to the N-
terminus of the FLAG tag preceding AcGFP1, and the KDEL sequence for retention in 
the ER fused to the C-terminus of mCherry (10,11).  The calreticulin targeting sequence 
was: 
ATG CTG CTA TCC GTG CCG CTG CTG CTC GGC CTC CTC GGC CTG GCC GTC 
GCC 
The KDEL retrieval sequence was:  
 AAG GAC GAG CTG 
For in vitro studies, plasmids containing these constructs were transformed into E. 
Coli BL21-CodonPlus (DE3)-RIPL cells and grown in LB media to an optical density of 
1.0, at which point IPTG (final concentration 1 mM) was added to induce protein 
expression. Following induction, cells were grown for 24 hours at 30 °C. Cells were 
collected by centrifugation and lysed using a sonicator.  The cell lysate was bound to a 
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Ni-NTA column and purified according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For in vitro 
fluorescence experiments, we used a 5 µM solution of the protein, sealed inside a 100 
µm deep imaging chamber. This provided a protein column density similar to in-cell 
expression. Our abbreviated protein nomenclature for this paper is summarized in Table 
7.1. 
 
Table 7.1. PGK nomenclature 
PGK General reference to phosphoglycerate kinase variants 
PGK* Y122W/W308F/W333F mutant of yeast PGK 1-415 
FRET-PGK* 
PGK* labeled with AcGFP1 (N-terminus) and mCherry 
(C-terminus) 
FRET-PGK*-NLS FRET-PGK* with nuclear localization tag at C-terminus 
FRET-PGK*-ER 
FRET-PGK* with calreticulin targeting sequence (N-
terminus of fusion protein) and KDEL retrieval sequence 
(C-terminus of fusion protein) 
 
Cell culture 
For in-cell experiments, U2OS cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin-streptomycin (PS) to >70% confluency. Cells 
were transiently transfected using Lipofectamine with 2.5 µg of plasmid DNA for the 
PGK nucleus localization experiments and with 5 µg plasmid DNA for the ER 
experiments. 5-6 hours after transfection, the cell population was split and grown on 
coverslips. Cells were imaged 1-3 days post transfection. Immediately before the imaging 
experiments, cells were transferred into the same imaging chamber also used for in vitro 
studies, filled with Liebovitz L-15 media supplemented with 30% FBS. We formed 
imaging chambers by putting together a coverslip with the cells onto a 1”$3” 
microscope slide, separated with a 100 µm adhesive spacer. 
 
FReI experiments 
Fast relaxation imaging (FReI) was used to monitor kinetics (and thermodynamics 
from the pre-kinetics baselines).  Construction and operation of the FReI microscope are 
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described in detail elsewhere (2,12).  Briefly, a blue LED illuminated cells expressing the 
PGK fusion construct, exciting the AcGFP1 acceptor.  The resulting two-color 
(AcGFP1 green donor and mCherry red acceptor) fluorescence was split into D and A 
images using a pair of dichroic mirrors and imaged simultaneously onto a CCD camera 
operating at 60 fps (Figure 4.1).  All imaging was done with a 40! , 0.65 numerical 
aperture objective that required no oil immersion or other contact with the sample.  In a 
typical FReI experiment, equilibrium data at a fixed temperature was collected for ~3 
seconds, at which point a tailored pulse from an IR laser ((=2200 nm) T-jumped the cell 
under observation up by 4 °C in under 300 ms. Subsequent dynamics were monitored 
for 15 seconds, after which the laser was turned off, allowing the temperature to return 
to the pre-jump value to verify reversibility of the unfolding, which was >95%.  Images 
were acquired and analyzed using custom-written software in LabVIEW and MATLAB.  
The green and red channels were integrated over the cell, to yield D and A intensity 
values localized to nucleus, ER or cytoplasm for further data analysis. For the in vivo 
experiments, we collected data on 5 cells expressing FRET-PGK*-NLS and 5 cells 
expressing FRET-PGK*-ER. The thermodynamic data was fit globally for each data set, 




The data analysis used for FReI experiments has been discussed in detail in Chapter 
5. In this section, we note the equations used for data analysis in this chapter. For 
thermodynamic analysis, we fit the D/A ratio (normalized to 1 at the room temperature, 
Tmin) to the following equation:  
                                                  
 
D
A T( ) =
1! Sn + (Sn ! Sd )iFU
Sn ! (Sn ! Sd )iFU
,                                      
(7.1) 
with baselines  Sn = 0.5 + Ns(T ! Tmin ),Sd = D0 + Ns(T ! Tmin ) , and  
FU =
1
1+ e!"G/RT . 
The free energy was defined as  
                                                  !G(T ) = C
T
(1) (T " Tm )                                              (7.2) 
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Our kinetics data contained both the signal from the folding/unfolding relaxation 
and a small spike right after the T-jump due to transient overheating by the IR pulse. We 
therefore fitted the signal to a stretched exponential function (to capture the kinetics) 
plus a small single exponential function (to account for the initial overheating by the T-
jump pulse for the first ~200 ms before the temperature settles in). The functional form 
of the equation used was: 
                                             D(t) ! aA(t) = y0 + Aspikee!(t /" spike ) + Ae!(t /" )
#
                  (7.3) 
The kinetics were fit globally, with the same time constant for the spike fitted for all 
data sets. The dead-time for the kinetics measurements is thus ~ 200 ms. 
 
Results 
Protein localization and folded state compactness at the subcellular level 
Figure 7.1 shows the subcellular localization of each FRET-labeled PGK mutant at 
39 °C.  The images were obtained by directly overlaying the images from the CCD 
camera, with the red fluorescence scaled up by a factor of four to account for the 
differences in the quantum yields of the donor (D) and acceptor molecules (A).  
(AcGFP1 has a quantum yield of ~0.8, whereas mCherry has a quantum yield of ~0.2.)  
 
 
Figure 7.1. Subcellular localization of (a) FRET-PGK* (b) FRET-PGK*-NLS and (c) 
FRET-PGK*-ER 
 
In figure 7.1a, FRET-PGK* is distributed throughout the cytoplasm, as expected 
without any peptide tags to direct it to a specific organelle. Figure 7.1b shows that 
FRET-PGK*-NLS is localized to the nucleus.  In Figure 7.1c, we see that FRET-PGK*-
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ER is localized to the ER as a result of the calreticulin targeting sequence and the KDEL 
retrieval sequence.  Localization to the ER is apparent as a patchiness of the fluorescence 
when compared to Figure 7.1a, which shows more uniform fluorescence throughout the 
cell. 
In the cell, folded PGK is considerably more compact than folded PGK is in 
aqueous solution.  At room temperature (22 °C), all three proteins are folded, and the 
donor acceptor ratios D/A we observe are similar: D/A=6.2±0.7 in the nucleus, 
D/A=5.8±0.5 in the ER, and D/A=6.6±0.3 in the cytoplasm for comparison.  These 
values are very similar to the D/A ratio "6.5 measured for FRET-PGK* in 300 mg/ml 
Ficoll solution in ref. (5). All of these values are much smaller than the D/A " 11 
measured for FRET-PGK* in solution (5).  The data is consistent with cellular crowding 
and Ficoll crowding inducing a similar structural compaction of folded PGK.  
 
Folding thermodynamics vary from organelle to organelle 
We next investigated the folding thermodynamics of the PGK constructs in the 
nucleus and ER, for comparison with results previously reported for the cytoplasm (1).  
Thermal denaturation plots were obtained by measuring steady state donor fluorescence 
D and acceptor fluorescence A at every temperature to obtain a D/A value for every 
temperature.  The curves were fitted to eq. (7.1).  Figure 7.2 shows representative 
thermodynamic melting curves for the nucleus, ER, and a reference cytoplasm and in 
vitro measurement.  The in vitro measurement was carried out on the FRET-PGK*-ER 
construct, yielding Tm = 38.7 °C.  The in vitro measurements carried out on FRET-PGK* 
(Tm " 37.9 °C) and FRET-PGK*-NLS (Tm of 38.8 °C) yielded similar apparent melting 
temperatures.  
The parameters obtained from the thermodynamic measurements are summarized in 
Table 7.2.  Our data reveals some interesting variations of folding thermodynamics.  
Inside cells, each PGK variant is stabilized relative to its in vitro counterpart, irrespective 
of the subcellular location.  The protein has a similar stability and folding cooperativity in 
the cytoplasm (average Tm of 39.9 °C) and the ER (average Tm of 41.2 °C).  If one takes 
into account that FRET-PGK* melts a degree lower in vitro than FRET-PGK*-ER, there 
is no significant stability difference between cytoplasm and ER, and both increase 
stability by about 2 °C over in vitro.  In the nucleus, the PGK construct is much more 
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stable (average Tm of 43.2 °C) than in the cytoplasm or ER.  It is stabilized by more than 
4 °C relative to its in vitro counterpart. 
 
Figure 7.2. Represeentative thermodynamic titrations of PGK in vivo in the cytoplasm, 
ER and nucleus. A representative in vitro trace is shown for PGK-FRET-ER*.  
 
 
Table 7.2. Thermodynamic fits. The spread is the root of the variance for each 
ensemble of cells studied. The ± errors are 2 s.d. of the mean. 
In vitro In vivo 




  Mean Tm   
(°C) 




FRET-PGK* 37.9 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.6 39.9 ± 1.0 1.1 2.7 ± 1.2 
FRET-PGK*-ER 38.7 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.4 41.2 ± 0.4 1.8 2.4 ± 0.8 
FRET-PGK*-NLS 38.8 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 3.4 43.2 ± 0.2 0.8 4.9 ± 1.2  
 
Folding kinetics vary from organelle to organelle 
We also measured the T-jump relaxation kinetics of the PGK constructs in the 
nucleus and ER, and compared it with the kinetics measured in the cytoplasm (1). 
Kinetics were measured following a rapid temperature jump near Tm (39 °C to 43 °C).  
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The difference signal between green and red channels was analyzed according to eq. 7.3, 
yielding a relaxation time # and a stretching factor $ from D(t))aA(t) ~ exp[-(t/#)$] + 
const. 
 
Figure 7.3. Representative kinetic traces for PGK folding kinetics in the nucleus, ER 
and cytoplasm (a) in vivo (open circles) and (b) in vitro (filled circles). The thick lines 
represent fits to the data using eq. 7.3. 
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Representative T-jump relaxation traces are shown in Figure 7.3.  As discussed in the 
Methods section, the dead time is about 0.2 s.  In vitro measurements of the 3 constructs 
show that relaxation kinetics is not significantly affected by the addition of the peptide 
leader sequences to FRET-PGK*.  FRET-PGK* has an average folding time of 1.4±0.1 
s as compared to 1.1±0.1 s for PGK-FRET*-ER and 1.7±0.1 s for PGK-FRET*-Nuc. 
The parameters obtained from kinetics experiments are summarized in Table 7.3.  
In vivo, the ER and cytoplasmic constructs have similar folding times, whereas PGK-
FRET*-Nuc folds faster than observed in either the ER or the cytoplasm.  The 
relaxation time in the nucleus remains about the same as in vitro, whereas it slows down 
by a factor of 3 in the ER, and by a factor of 2 in the cytoplasm, in agreement with 
previous measurements.  We also note that the spread of ! among cells (represented as ! 
standard deviation in Table 7.3) is similar in the cytoplasm and the ER, whereas it is 
much smaller in the nuclear environment. 
 
Table 7.3. Kinetics fits. The spread is the root of the variance for each ensemble of cells 
studied. The ± errors are 2 s.d. of the mean. 
Construct In vitro In vivo 
 #  
(s) 
$  Mean #  
(s) 
# spread  
(s) 
Mean $  
FRET-PGK* 1.4 ± 0.2 0.59 ± 0.02 2.7 ± 0.2 1.1 0.49 ± 0.10 
FRET-PGK*-ER 1.1 ± 0.2 0.54 ± 0.02 3.7 ± 0.2 1.0 0.91 ± 0.08 
FRET-PGK*-NLS 1.7 ± 0.2 0.57 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.2 0.3 0.60 ± 0.08 
 
Discussion 
Protein folding experiments in living cells have shown that the cytoplasm stabilizes 
folding by a few degrees, that there are variations in folding within a single and that 
folding of the same protein can vary by upto 4!  across an ensemble of cells (1,2). In 
this chapter, we extended our study of protein folding in living cells by using short 
peptide tags to direct PGK to the nucleus and the ER.  
Our results show that the peptide tags have a relatively small effect in vitro. We 
observe that the thermodynamic stability of PGK in the ER is about the same as 
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observed in the cytoplasm. Furthermore, the folding kinetics in the ER and the 
cytoplasm are slowed down compared to their in vitro counterparts, suggesting that 
higher viscosity in these locations slows down folding. Translational diffusion studies on 
GFP have shown that diffusion in the cytoplasm is slowed down threefold compared to 
the cytoplasm, with up to half of this slowdown being attributed to the complex 
geometry of the ER (13). It is possible that there is some trickledown effect of this on 
viscosity on the nanometer scale as well, which would be in agreement with our results. 
 
Figure 7.4. Plot of the melting temperature Tm vs. relaxation time # for PGK in various 
cellular organelles and their corresponding in vitro counterparts, showing distinct folding 
environments for folding inside living cells. In vitro, PGK appears to exhibit similar 
values for both Tm and #. In vivo, the cytoplasm and the ER appear to provide similar 
folding environments, while the nuclear environment stabilizes the protein and makes it 
fold faster. 
 
In contrast, the protein is stabilized by ~4.5 °C in the nucleus when compared to its 
in vitro counterpart. Such stabilization is not straightforward to explain solely through 
macromolecular crowding, since the degree of crowding in the nucleus and cytoplasm is 
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believed to be similar (14). It is possible that PGK might be interacting with specific 
components in the nucleus, which could result in an increase in the Tm. We also observe 
that the folding relaxation in the nucleus is sped up, which suggests that the increase in 
viscosity (which slows down kinetics) is offset by the decrease in the activation barrier 
separating the folded and unfolded states.  
Figure 7.4 shows a simple represenation comparing our kinetics and thermodynamics 
data. The areas for the nucleus, ER and cytoplasm were plotted by constructing ellipses 
with the standard deviations of Tm and # observed from cell to cell.  The figure clearly 
shows that ER and cytoplasm result in very similar protein folding behavior, while the 
nucleus occupies a different region in the Tm–# space. 
Our results provide an important reference for future simulations of macromolecular 
crowding effects and “in cell” processes. Clearly, in order to understand the subtle 
nuances of how cells modulate energy landscapes for folding, it is not sufficient to model 
the crowding matrix as being composed of rigid spherical objects. In order to 
quantitatively compare simulations with experiment, both the composition and geometry 
of the crowders will have to be taken into account. Work in this direction has begun for 
bacterial systems (15). Such models would not only provide experimentally comparable 
values, but also be capable of capturing the underlying spatial and temporal 
heterogeneity inherent in living cells and thus offer a systems-level view of how protein 
folding is altered in cells. 
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Appendix A  
 




This appendix describes the construction of a Fast Relaxation Imaging (FReI) 
microscope (1), along with various other protocols describing, for the specific case of 
PGK, protein expression and purification and activity assay measurements. Fluorescence 
microscopy is an excellent technique for viewing the distribution of fluorescent-labeled 
proteins in the living cell.  The purpose of the protocols described here is to take a more 
active approach: by inducing a small fast temperature-jump (T-jump) in the cell, the 
reactions in the cell are pushed slightly out of equilibrium.  If only one type of protein is 
fluorescent-labeled, its subsequent return to equilibrium can be singled out, measuring 
the kinetics of reactions such as protein folding or protein binding within the cell.  
Theoretical considerations (see Discussion) show that the measured kinetics reflects the 
natural time scales within the cell, as long as the perturbation is small enough.  Using the 
protocols described here, a movie of the entire cell can be recorded as the T-jump 
initiates protein kinetics.  Each pixel of the movie contains information on protein 
kinetics and stability at a specific location within the cell. FReI can be used to look at 
kinetics within the whole cell (2) or at components within the cell down to the resolution 
limit of the microscope.  An overview of the protocols needed to achieve this goal is 
given below. We divide the protocols into three broad sections.  
 
Part A: Instrument Setup 
A-1. The first protocol describes how to modify an epi-fluorescence microscope so 
that a movie of the cell showing two fluorescence colors can be detected.  Fluorescence 
is excited by a light emitting diode (LED). Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!Partially reproduced from A. Dhar and M. Gruebele, Curr. Protoc. Protein Sci., in press 
(2011). 
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among two fluorescent markers on a protein is used as the probe.  The ratio of the two 
fluorescence color intensities will vary as the protein undergoes dynamics within the cell 
following the small T-jump. 
A-2. The steps for setting up the temperature controlled sample stage are listed.  This 
is important to keep cells viable, and also to scan the temperature to obtain kinetics at 
different temperatures.  The temperature variation of protein folding kinetics and 
stability provides information about the free energy landscape of the protein within the 
cell, and about the local solvent environment, such as viscosity of the cytoplasm in 
different parts of the cell. 
A-3. The next protocol describes how to couple a diode laser to the microscope so 
that the temperature of the cell (or a reference in vitro sample) can be jumped rapidly and 
uniformly. 
 
Part B: Molecular Biology and Cell Culture 
B-1. This protocol discusses criteria for the design of expression vectors to be used 
with eukaryotic cells, and transfection of cells for FReI experiments. 
B-2. This protocol discusses how to express proteins for in vitro measurements.  
 
Part C: Data Acquisition and Analysis 
C-1. This protocol describes how kinetics of proteins are measured inside a cell.  To 
be concrete, a description of the steps for measuring kinetics of the metabolic enzyme 
phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK).  A movie of protein kinetics is obtained at the end of 
this protocol.  
C-2. This protocol describes how protein stability is measured inside the cell by 
tuning the cell’s temperature within its viability range. The measurements in f. can be 
conducted together with the measurements in e. 
C-3. This final protocol describes the steps to be taken for kinetic and 
thermodynamic analysis at the whole cell level or at the pixel-by-pixel level. 
 
In addition to those primary protocols, several additional protocols are discussed 
that serve as alternatives or provide control experiments. 
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a. This supplementary protocol discusses how to perform in vitro measurements!
analogous to the in-cell measurements on the same instrument configuration.  These 
provide a baseline for comparison with in cell experiments. 
b.  The next protocol describes how to perform downward temperature jumps with 
good time resolution.  This can be useful for looking at protein refolding instead of 
protein unfolding, for example. 
c.  This protocol discusses activity measurements, illustrating again the example of 
PGK.  This is an important control together with a., to make sure that the fluorescent 
labeling does not unduly perturb the protein being studied. 
d. Finally, a description of how to design a custom microscope stage to enable faster 
heating of the sample/cells is provided. 
 
Protocols 
Part A: Instrument Setup 
1. SETUP OF MICROSCOPE, CAMERA AND ILLUMINATION SOURCE 
This protocol describes how to setup a fluorescence microscope to acquire two color 
fluorescence images of living cells with a CCD camera. The specifics involved in imaging 
phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) dually labeled with AcGFP1 (Donor, D) and mCherry 
(Acceptor, A) in living cells are discussed. 
 
Materials 
Illumination sources and optics 
Blue LED for FRET imaging, 470 nm (Luxeon V Star) 
Yellow LED for direct acceptor imaging, 590 nm (Thorlabs, M590L2) 
Power supply for LEDs (Elenco Precision) 
Dichroic mirror #3 to combine blue and yellow LEDs (Chroma, T550lpxr) 
Threaded Cube to mount LEDs (Thorlabs, SM1C6) 
Threaded Lens Tube (Thorlabs, SM1L03; SM1L10; SM1L30) 
Lens, Aspheric (focal length f = 50 mm); this is relay lens #1 
Lens, Plano-convex (f = 150 mm); this is relay lens #2 
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The microscope’s filter box 
Filter cube to mount objective filters (available from the microscope manufacturer) 
Filter set for blue LED-Excitation Filter (Chroma, ET470/40x); Dichroic Mirror  #1 
(Chroma, T495LP); Emission Filter (Omega, XF3108/25) 
Filter set for yellow LED-Excitation Filter (Chroma, ET572/35x); Dichroic Mirror #2 
(Chroma, T585LP); Emission Filter (ET630/75m) 
 
For fluorescence imaging by the CCD 
Right Angle Prism Mirror (Thorlabs, MRA25-E02) 
Collimating lens (achromat, ca. f = 150 mm) 
Silver Mirrors (Thorlabs, PF10-03-P01; two of these mirrors are required) 
Dichroic Mirrors #2 (Chroma, T585LP; two of these mirrors are requried); these are the 
same as the dichroic used in the filter set for the yellow LED 
Mirror Mounts for the Silver Mirrors (Thorlabs, KM100-E02) 
45° mirror mounts for Dichroic Mirrors #2  
CCD Camera (Lumenera Lm075; the camera should be capable of acquiring images at 60 
fps at 640$480 resolution, or better) 
C-mount camera Lens (f = 16 mm, comes with Lumenera Lm075) 
 
To test performance of the imaging system 
Microscope slide with fixed cells expressing fluorescently labeled protein - either prepare 
a slide with cells expressing the protein of interest or for general testing of the system, 
buy a set of slides from Chroma (Fluor-o-4 Slide Set # 92000). 
 
Setting up the LED illumination source 
1. Mount the threaded cube at the rear of the microscope using the threaded tube, and 
place dichroic mirror #3 in the threaded cube as shown in Figure A.1.  If the 
dichroic is slightly too large for the cube, the department/university machine shop 
can remove excess material to make it fit.  Place the blue and yellow LEDs on the 
cube as shown in Figure A.1. The blue LED will be used for FRET imaging. The 
yellow LED will be used for direct excitation of the acceptor label (mCherry). 
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Figure A.1. Optical layout of the epi-fluorescence microscope modified for FReI 
experiments.  The LED assembly consists of donor excitation LED (blue) and acceptor 
excitation LED (yellow) mounted to the threaded cube.  Dichroic #3 combines the blue 
and yellow lasers, or one LED can be turned on at a time.  From there, relay lenses 
collimate the excitation lasers into the filter cube provided by the microscope 
manufacturer located below the objective.  At the same time that sample fluorescence is 
excited and collected from below, the IR laser pulse induces a T-jump from above (see 
Figure A.3b).  The fluorescence passes to the bottom of the microscope, and is turned 
sideways by the prism mirror.  A collimating lens passes the beam into the red/green 
splitting rectangle, whose output is combined (with an offset) onto the lens of the CCD 
camera, where a red and green image are obtained.  The CCD camera transmits a movie 
of the fluorescence to a computer via a USB connection for analysis. Taken from ref. (3). 
 
2. Focus the blue/yellow LED onto the back of the microscope objective by using a 
50 mm aspheric lens and a 150 mm planoconvex lens, placed in the threaded lens 
tube connecting the LED cube to the microscope.  The 50 mm should be 
approximately 5 cm from the LEDs, the planoconvex lens about 21 cm. 
3. Assemble the filter cube for the microscope by using the filter sets for the blue and 
yellow LEDs.  This box typically slides back and forth just below the objective, 
giving a choice of FRET filter set (blue LED), acceptor only filter set (yellow LED) 
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and no filters.  Figure A.2 shows the transmission of the filters in relation to 
absorption and fluorescence of the FRET labels on the protein. 
 
Figure A.2. (a) Absorption (dotted) and emission (solid) spectra of the AcGFP donor 
and mCherry fluorescence acceptor.  (b) Transmission of the filters housed in the filter 
cube: B=blue LED; Y=yellow LED; ExF=excitation filter; EmF=emission filter; 
DM=dichroic mirror. Taken from ref. (3). 
 
Getting the fluorescence signal to the CCD camera 
1. Place the right angle prism mirror below the microscope to direct the fluorescence 
to the side of the microscope where it is accessible. 
2. Mount the collimating lens after the prism mirror.  This lens keeps the fluorescence 
spot small enough on its way to the CCD camera. This lens can also be moved to 
adjust the image size (as an alternative to step 8 below). 
3. Now place the 2 dichroic mirrors #3 and the 2 silver mirrors on their respective 
mirror mounts in the configuration shown in Figure A.1. This rectangular 
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configuration splits the donor and acceptor fluorescence, thus allowing the 
acquisition of two color fluorescence images of the cells under observation in every 
single snapshot captured by the CCD camera.  Keep the rectangle as small as the 
size of the optical mounts allows, so the beams are easier to keep aligned. 
4. Place the CCD camera and its lens at the output of the second dichroic mirror # 3 
(see Figure A.3). 
 
Figure A.3. (a) Output side of the epifluorescence microscope.  The red and green 
fluorescence is directed by the right angle prism mirror (RAPM) to the first dichroic #3.  
There the beam is split into red and green, and the two beams are directed onto the 
CCD by the second dichroic #3. The CCD images two side-by-side red and green 
images through the camera lens, producing a movie of the fluorescence. (b) The other 
side of the microscope shows the T-jump diode laser mounted on a stage above the 
main microscope stage.  A silver mirror directs the infrared T-jump laser pulse (purple 
beam) down through the focusing lens towards the objective, where the sample stage 
would sit.  Below the main stage, the threaded lens tube can be seen that directs the 
LED excitation light (blue or yellow, see Fig. 1) to the filter cube housed just below the 
objective. Taken from ref. (3).!
 
5. Place the slide with fixed cells on the microscope stage and focus the objective on 
the cells (x40 objective recommended for initial alignment). 
6. Now, pull the slider on the microscope, allowing the images to be transmitted to the 
CCD instead of the eyepiece. (The CCD should be interfaced with a computer, 
allowing the visualization of the fluorescence images on a computer monitor; CCD 
manufacturers provide the necessary software and USB interface cable). 
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7. Adjust the positions of the 2 dichroic mirrors #2 and the 2 silver mirrors so that 
both the donor and acceptor fluorescence of a cell can be observed on the CCD 
camera.  This requires a darkened room so the faint fluorescence spots from the 
fixed cell can be traced with a small paper (e.g. a business card) as they propagate 
from the prism mirror towards the camera. 
8. Optionally, the size of the image on the CCD can be adjusted by means of a 
Galilean beam telescope. For this, place the first (negative) lens between the 45° 
prism mirror and dichroic #2.  The second (positive) lens can be placed between 
the second dichroic #2 and the camera lens.  This is an advanced option if it is 
required that the image fill the camera as much as possible to obtain the best 
resolution. 
 
2. SETUP OF THE TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED SAMPLE STAGE 
This protocol discusses how to install a temperature-controlled sample stage. Having 
a temperature-controlled stage allows one to incubate the cell on the stage for long-term 
studies, and, more relevant to the discussion here, also allows one to control the starting 
temperature of the experiment.  As an advanced option (see supplementary protocols), a 
stage can be built that allows for much faster equilibration of the temperature, if this is 
necessary for certain experiments. 
 
Materials 
FCS2 chamber (Bioptechs) 
FCS2 stage adapter (Bioptechs); this allows the use of the FCS2 chamber with the 
existing microscope stage 
FCS2 controller (Bioptechs); this controls the temperature of the FCS2 chamber 
Objective heater system (Bioptechs); this allows the use of immersion objectives for 
imaging, by controlling the temperature of the objective 
 
1. Put one drop of 1 M HCl in the center of the microaqueduct slide to remove the 
ITO coating from the center of the microaqueduct slide, so that the T-jump laser 
from above can pass through the slide onto the cells below. 
2. Grow the cells to be imaged on 40 mm round coverslips (see protocol B-1). 
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3. Assemble the FCS2 following Bioptechs instructions. 
4. If immersion objectives are used for imaging, follow Bioptechs instructions to setup 
the objective heating system. 
 
The temperature of the objective (when using immersion objectives) generally takes 
10-15 minutes to equilibrate, although the chamber equilibrates much faster. In the 
supplementary protocols, a description is provided of how one could build a 
temperature-controlled stage that could heat up the sample/cells much faster (<5 
minutes). 
 
3. SETUP OF TEMPERATURE JUMP 
This protocol will describe how to set up an infrared (IR) laser for performing T-
jumps on cells, and on in vitro samples for reference.  Furthermore, a description of how 
to design a pulse to achieve a rapid temperature jump is provided.  The laser pulse must 
ramp above the power needed to maintain the desired temperature (so that heating is 
rapid), then drop to the steady-state value to maintain the desired final temperature.  
Finally, the procedure to calibrate the size of the T-jump is discussed. 
 
Materials List 
T-jump laser, controller and optics 
IR diode laser, 2200 nm (m2k laser) 
Diode power supply (Thorlabs, LDC 340) 
Diode temperature controller (Thorlabs, ITC 510) 
Diode holder (Thorlabs, TCLDM9) 
Collimating lens (Thorlabs, C036TME-D) 
Achromatic near-infrared transmitting lens (focal length f = 25 mm) 
Silver mirror (Thorlabs, PF10-03-P01)  
 
Computer control of T-jump laser 
PCI card (National Instruments, PCI 6221) 
Connector Block (National Instruments, BNC 2110) 
Shielded Cable (National Instruments, SHC68-58-EPM) 
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In vitro solution of AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry (see protocol B-2) 
 
Assembling the IR diode laser 
1. Assemble the IR diode laser on a breadboard above the microscope stage (refer to 
Figure A.3b) as follows: put the laser diode into the diode holder and mount the 
collimating lens onto the front of the diode holder. 
2. Mount the silver mirror on the breadboard to direct the collimated IR beam through 
a cutout in the breadboard onto the sample on the microscope stage below. 
3. Mount the achromatic lens on the bottom of the breadboard, directly below the 
cutout, such that the beam is focused to a spot size of ~500 µm on the microscope 
slide.  
 
Designing the T-jump pulse 
1. For controlling the diode laser from the computer, install a PCI card in the 
computer. Then connect one of the analog output ports to the diode laser power 
supply. 
2. Prepare a microscope slide with the labeled protein solution (refer to protocol B-2 
for this step).  Here, the red label fluorescence will be used. 
3. Map out the instrument response function (IRF) by sending a short square wave 
pulse from the IR laser (10 ms, or whichever the fastest pulse produced by the 
power supply is).  The movie collected from the CCD by illumination with the 
yellow LED follows the temperature-dependent fluorescence intensity of the red 
fluorescent label, which is used for calibration. 
4. Design the laser power output profile that produces the desired temperature profile 
(e.g., a ms jump in temperature followed by holding the temperature constant for 
~15 seconds, as in Figure A.4a.  This is done by deconvolving the desired profile 
with the IRF.  Deconvolution of two functions is supported by software such as 
MATLAB or Mathematica. 
5. Fit the resulting power profile to a multi-exponential function and feed it into 
LabVIEW-this is the pulse shape required to obtain fast temperature jumps.  Figure 




Figure A.4. (a) The rapid initial power rise produces a fast temperature rise in (b).  
When the desired temperature is reached in (b) (here: 43 °C), the power is dropped in (a) 
to a level which holds the temperature constant.  (c) shows the resulting unfolding and 
refolding profile of PGK. Taken from ref. (3).!!
Calibration of T-jump size 
1. Prepare a slide with PGK-FRET solution for imaging (refer to protocol B-2). 
2. Record a curve of mCherry fluorescence as a function of temperature (refer to 
protocol f. below) by direct excitation of mCherry with the yellow LED. 
3. Perform a T-jump on an in vitro sample of PGK-FRET while illuminating with the 
yellow LED, then return the temperature to the original value T1. 
4. Plot the fluorescence intensity of mCherry as obtained from step 2 above. 
5. Calculate the % change in mCherry fluorescence before and after the T-jump. 
6. Raise the temperature of the stage to T2 using the FCS2 chamber controller, until 
the fluorescence intensity matches the one observed after the T-jump.  T2-T1 is the 
size of the temperature jump. 
 
Part B: Molecular Biology and Cell Culture 
1. DESIGN OF PROTEIN VECTOR, CHOICE OF CELLS, TRANSFECTION 
This section will discuss how to design plasmids for protein expression, choice of 
cell lines for live cell experiments and how to transiently transfect cells for FReI studies.  
The idea is to take the protein of interest, and make a AcGFP1-protein-mCherry fusion 
construct so structural changes of the protein in the cell can be observed by FRET. 
 
Materials 
pDream 2.1 vector (Genscript) 
pAcGFP1 vector (Clontech) 
pmCherry vector (Clontech) 
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U2OS cells (ATCC) 
DMEM media (HyClone) 
OptiMEM media (Gibco) 
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) 
35 mm Petri dishes (Corning) 
Coverslips (Corning) 
 
Design of protein vectors  
1. Assemble the gene for the fusion protein by ligating the genes for AcGFP1 and 
mCherry to the 5’ and 3’ ends of PGK. Add a 6xHis tag to the N-terminus of 
AcGFP1 - this will be used for protein purification for in vitro studies. The final gene 
should look like the schematic shown in Figure A.5.  Note that the 2 restriction 
enzyme sites flanking PGK (NdeI and Hind III) allow for easy replacement of PGK 
by any other protein of interest for future studies. 
2. Clone this gene into the pDream 2.1 vector. This is a shuttle vector, allowing for 
expression of the construct in mammalian cells (via the CMV promoter) and in E. 
coli (via the T7 promoter) for in vitro studies. Companies such as Genscript now 
offer services for the procedures listed in steps 1 and 2 here. 
 
Figure A.5. Schematic sequence of the plasmid used for expression of a fluorescent 
labeled protein (here: PGK) with a donor (AcGFP1) and acceptor (mCherry). Taken 
from ref. (3). 
 
Choice of cells and transfection 
1. For in vivo studies, any cell line which survives over the 25-45 °C can be used (which 
should allow one to choose from a wide range of cell lines). The following steps 
detail the transfection procedure for these cells. 
2. Grow U2OS cells in 35 mm Petri dishes in DMEM media supplemented with 
penicillin-streptomycin (PS) and 10% FBS to >70% confluency. 
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3. 30 minutes before transfection, change the media in the Petri dishes to antibiotic-
free DMEM media supplemented with 10% FBS. 
4. Make the following solutions (it is critical to maintain a ratio of 1:2.5 for the DNA 
to Lipofectamine concentration): 
                      Tube A: 250 µL of Optimem I media + 2 µg plasmid DNA 
                      Tube B: 250 µL of Optimem I media + 5 µL Lipofectamine 
5. Mix the contents of the two tubes by tapping gently and incubate for 5-20 minutes 
at room temperature. 
6. Mix the contents of tube B into A, mix by tapping gently and incubate for 20-30 
minutes at room temperature. 
7. Pipette the contents drop-wise onto the cells. 
8. After 5-6 hours, replace the media in the petri dish with fresh DMEM media 
(supplemented with 10% FBS). The cells can be split at this point and plated onto 
coverslips for subsequent imaging experiments. It is best to perform the 
experiments 24-48 hours after transfection.  
 
2. PROTEIN EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION 
This protocol will discuss how to express and purify the AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry 
(referred to as PGK-FRET) fusion protein for in vitro studies. 
 
Materials 
BL21 CodonPlus (DE3)-RIPL cells (Stratagene) 
pDream 2.1 vector with PGK-FRET(as described in  protocol B-1.) 
Luria-Bertani (LB) media (Fisher Scientific) 
IPTG (Inalco) 
Ni-NTA column (Qiagen) 
 
Protein expression and purification  
1. Follow the manufacturer’s protocol to transform the BL21 CodonPlus (DE3)-RIPL 
cells. 
2. Grow BL21 CodonPlus (DE3)-RIPL cells at 37 °C in LB media to an optical 
density of 0.8. 
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3. Induce protein expression by adding 1 mM IPTG to the cells, and grow at 23 °C for 
12 hours. 
4. Collect the cells by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 10 minutes. 
5. Lyse the cells using a French Press or a sonicator. 
6. Centrifuge the cell lysate at 12000 rpm for 25 min and collect the supernatant. 
7. Pass the supernatant over a Ni-NTA column and elute using a sodium phosphate-
imidazole buffer. 
8. Dialyze the purified protein overnight at 4 °C. 
9. Confirm the purity of the protein by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry 
(ESI-MS) and SDS-PAGE. 
 
Part C: Data Acquisition and Analysis 
1. KINETICS MEASUREMENTS IN THE CELL 
This section and the following one will discuss how to prepare slides for the in vivo 
experiments to carry out kinetics and thermodynamics measurements. The result is a 
movie of protein dynamics within the cell. It shows a U2OS cell transfected with FRET-
labeled PGK.  At time = 0 sec, the temperature is jumped from 39 to 43 °C, and the 
protein switches from red to green fluorescence.  At time t = 15 sec, the temperature is 
jumped back down, and the protein refolds reversibly to the baseline before the T-jump. 
 
Materials 
Coverslip with cells expressing PGK-FRET 
Microscope slide (Fisher) 
Liebovitz L-15 media (Gibco) 
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 
100 µm spacer (Grace Bio Labs) 
FReI microscope (assembled by protocols in part A above) 
 
1. Assemble the FCS2 chamber following the manufacturer’s instructions, and fill the 
chamber with Liebovitz L-15 media. 
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       Note: If using a custom-built stage as described in supplementary protocol d., 
appropriate imaging chambers will need to be prepared. This is done by putting a 
100 µm spacer on a microscope slide, filling it with 150 µL of L-15 media 
(supplemented with 30% FBS) and then sealing the chamber by putting the 
coverslip with cells on top. 
2. Put this imaging chamber into the FCS2 chamber on the microscope stage. 
3. Turn on the blue LED for illumination. 
4. Focus on a cell using the eyepiece first and then pull the slider on the microscope to 
allow fluorescence to reach the CCD and visualize the cell on the computer 
monitor. 
5. Use the FCS2 temperature controller to set the base temperature for the T-jump 
experiment (i.e., to do a T-jump from 35-39 °C, use the heating plate to heat up the 
cells to 35 °C). 
6. Send the shaped IR pulse to initiate a T-jump, and acquire a video of protein 
fluorescence from the cell imaged onto the CCD camera using software provided by 
the CCD vendor or custom-written imaging software (e.g. written in LabVIEW).  
Figure A.4c shows an example of the fluorescence of PGK collected form a single 
cell after jumping the temperature first up (t=0 sec) and then back down (t=15 sec). 
 
2. THERMODYNAMICS MEASUREMENTS IN THE CELL 
This protocol is analogous to the previous one, but instead of collecting fluorescence 
data during a T-jump, the temperature is held constant during data collection to allow 
the protein to equilibrate.  Thus a thermal melt of the protein inside the cell is obtained.  
This protocol can be carried out simultaneously with protocol C-1 by measuring a 




Same as in protocol C-1. 
 
1. Follow steps 1-4 from protocol e. above. 
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2. Use the temperature controlled stage to raise the temperature of the cells through 
the range of 25-45 °C in small increments. Ideally, data should be collected at a 
minimum of 10-12 temperatures so that important thermodynamic parameters can 
be extracted during data analysis. 
3. At each temperature, record a video of the cells. 
 
3. KINETIC, THERMODYNAMIC, AND IMAGE ANALYSIS 
This section will focus on the various steps required to extract kinetic and 
thermodynamic information from the videos recorded in e. and f. above.  It is analogous 
to the way in vitro protein studies are currently analyzed: kinetic traces are fitted to multi-
exponential functions, and thermodynamics (steady-state fluorescence) are fitted to a 
cooperative transition curve. 
 
Materials 
LabVIEW (National Instruments) 
Mathematica (Wolfram Research) or MATLAB (MathWorks) 
 
Image Analysis 
In order to analyze the videos obtained from FReI experiments, the intensities of the 
donor (green) and acceptor (red) fluorescence from the cell will have to be extracted. 
This can be accomplished by using the National Instruments Vision Development 
Module in LabVIEW. A suitable implementation for analyzing the videos would be as 
follows: 
1. Open the acquired video using LabVIEW.  The CCD output should display green 
and red images (from the splitting rectangle in Figure A.1).  The images may differ 
slightly in orientation and magnification, and require correction. 
2. Select the green and red channel images in the two-color fluorescence image. 
3. Compute the cross-correlation function between the two selections, and rotate, 
scale and translate one selection to maximize the cross-correlation.  The two 
selections are now aligned and superimposed exactly. 
4. Write out the intensities of every pixel in the green (Donor, D) and red channels 
(Acceptor, A) for every frame in the acquired videos. 
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5. Use Mathematica or MATLAB to sum up the intensities of the green and red 
channels independently to calculate an overall value for donor and acceptor 
fluorescence for every frame. Values from individual pixels may be kept (for 
subsequent subcellular analysis), if the CCD produces sufficient signal-to-noise so 
that individual pixels are meaningful. 
 
Kinetic analysis 
This section discusses the specific fitting carried out for PGK. Analysis for other 
proteins should be very similar. 
1. From step 5 above, divide the green fluorescence by the red fluorescence to obtain a 
D/A ratio for every frame (or every pixel in every frame if average donor and 
acceptor values were not calculated). 
2. Plot the D/A ratio of the frames after the T-jump vs. the acquisition time to obtain 
a trace for the cell-averaged kinetics.  
3. Fit the data to a multiexponential, or to a stretched exponential function, as in an in 
vitro kinetics experiment.  For example (stretched exponential): 
, 
where ! is the time constant and " is the stretching factor.  For a protein exhibiting two 
state kinetics, the kinetics should be fit to a single exponential function. 
 
Thermodynamic analysis 
1. Plot the D/A values of the frames before the T-jump vs. the temperature at which 
the D/A values were recorded to obtain a trace for the cell-averaged 
thermodynamic titration. 
2. To determine the melting temperature Tm and the cooperativity of unfolding 
transition  from the thermodynamic titrations, fit the D/A ratio to a sigmoid 




Linear baselines  for the folded and denatured states, 
commonly used in fitting protein denaturation data, are justified by visual inspection of 
the thermodynamic titrations.  Keq is the equilibrium constant for the folding reaction, 




a. IN VITRO REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS 
This protocol will discuss how carry out in vitro measurements and analyze the 
resulting data. 
 
1. Prepare a slide for in vitro measurements by adding 150 µL of the purified protein 
(concentration of ~ 10 µM) to an imaging chamber (as described in protocol C-1) 
and then seal the chamber by putting a coverslip on top. 
2. Carry out kinetics and thermodynamics measurements exactly as described in 
protocol C-1 and C-2. 
3. For in vitro data analysis, cut out an area in the green and red channels and then 
analyze the evolution of D/A values as a function of time (to obtain kinetics 
information) or as a function of temperature (to obtain thermodynamics 
information) exactly as described in protocol C-3.  
 
b. TEMPERATURE DOWNWARD JUMP MEASUREMENTS 
The temperature profile described in protocol A-3 is ideal for measuring kinetics 
induced by a higher temperature, such as protein unfolding. However, the recooling 
phase upon the laser being switched off is limited by thermal diffusion and hence makes 
studying protein refolding kinetics difficult. This section discusses how one could 
perform fast “upward” and “downward” jumps to capture protein unfolding and 
refolding in the same experiment. 
 
Materials 
Same as in protocol A-3. 
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1. Prepare a microscope slide with the protein solution (refer to protocol B-2 for this 
step). 
2. Illuminate the protein sample using the yellow LED and setup the computer to 
acquire videos. 
3. Heat the stage to some temperature (e.g., 39 °C). 
4. Now slowly decrease the stage temperature while ramping up the power output 
from the IR laser to keep the temperature constant. 
5. Perform an upward T-jump using the pulse profile designed in protocol A-3. 
6. At the end of the upward jump, reduce the power output from the laser to zero, and 
then ramp it back up.  This will first drop the temperature rapidly because the stage 
is at a lower temperature than the desired final temperature; then, just as the desired 
final temperature is reached, turning the laser back on will prevent the sample from 
dropping to the stage temperature. 
7. Check if the acceptor fluorescence trace excited by the yellow LED and produced 
by the protein has a step-like increase and decrease; if the decrease does not appear 
to be step-like, the rate at which the power output from the laser is ramped up will 
need to be changed (after turning it down to zero). 
 
c. ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
In order to verify that the fluorescent labels do not perturb PGK function, it is 
necessary to carry out experiments to measure its enzymatic activity (4). These 
measurements are described in this section. PGK activity is measured using the coupled 
reaction with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase from the previous step of the 
glycolytic pathway, as described earlier (5). NADH consumption is monitored as a 
function of time by following the absorbance at 340 nm. The rate of NADH 
consumption is measured at various concentrations of the substrate 3-phosphoglycerate 
and plotted as a function of substrate concentration to extract the enzyme activity.  As a 
control, the activity of wild-type PGK (without any labels) should also be assayed. 
 
Materials 
All chemicals and wild type PGK can be purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
EDTA [H4EDTA; ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid]  
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Tris [tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane]  
DTT [DL-Dithiothreitol]  
MgCl2 [Magnesium chloride hexahydrate]  
3PG [d-(–)-3-phosphoglyceric acid disodium salt] 
ATP [Adenosine 5'-triphosphate disodium salt]  
NADH ["-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced]  
GAPDH [Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase]  
HCl [Hydrochloric acid] 
NaOH [Sodium hydroxide] 
wild type PGK 
PGK with fluorscent labels (can be obtained as described in protocol B-2) 
Disposable cuvettes (Sigma Aldrich, Plastibrand, PMMA) 
UV-Vis spectrometer 
 
Preparation of stock solutions 
1. Prepare the buffer solution by measuring 27.9 mg EDTA and 577.17 mg Tris into a 
225 mL Erlenmeyer flask and adding 94 mL water and setting the pH < 7.5 with 
HCl. Add 14.7 mg DTT added directly before the measurement (due to risk of 
oxidation). 
2. Prepare a 500 mM MgCl2 solution by adding 0.6 mL water to 60.9 mg MgCl2. 
3. Prepare a 500 mM 3PG stock solution by measuring 29.6 mg 3PG into 0.26 mL 
water. 
4. Prepare a 50 mM ATP stock solution by adding 13.8 mg ATP to 0.5 mL water and 
setting the pH to 7 with NaOH solution. 
5. Prepare a 10 mM NADH solution by measuring 7.1 mg NADH into 1.0 mL water. 
6. Prepare a 10 µM GAPDH solution by adding 7.02 mL water to 2.5 mg GAPDH. 
7. Prepare a 1 nM fluorescent-labeled PGK solution by diluting the stock solution. 
8. Prepare a 1 nM wild type PGK solution by diluting the stock solution. 
 
Activity measurements 
1. Mix the various solutions in the following order: 909 µL buffer, 6 µL MgCl2 
solution, 5 µL 3PG solutions of different concentrations, 50 µL ATP solution of 
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different concentrations (see Note below about how to prepare 3PG ans ATP 
solutions of different concentrations), 10 µL of NADH, GAPDH and of PGK 
solution and mix by shaking the cuvette. Take a baseline after adding all solutions 
except for PGK. 
2. Meaure the kinetic trace at 340 nm immediately after adding PGK, to ensure that 
the quasi-steady-state-assumption holds. 
3. Measure the rate of NADH consumption by taking an absorbance vs. time (for 300 
s) kinetic trace at 340 nm. 
4. Measure kinetic traces at varying concentrations of 3PG and ATP. 
5. Plot the resulting data on a Lineweaver-Burke plot to obtain the enzymatic activity. 
 
Note: Different concentrations of 3PG solution (final concentrations of 0.5 mM - 
2.0 mM in the cuvette) should be made by diluting 1-4 µL of stock solution 3PG (final 
concentration 2.5 mM) with water to a total volume of 5 µL. Since it is important to 
have an equimolar amount of ATP, this stock solution should also be diluted: 10-40 #L 
of stock solution (final concentration 2.5 mM) should be diluted to a total volume of 50 
µL, this amounts to final concentrations in the cuvette of 0.5-2.0 mM. 
 
d. BUILDING A CUSTOM TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLABLE 
MICROSCOPE STAGE 
This protocol replaces the commercially available FCS2 chamber by a custom-
designed temperature controlled stage to allow faster equilibration. For example, if cells 
are temperature sensitive, it may be useful to cycle them from one temperature to 
another more rapidly than is possible with the FCS2 chamber. This can result in a 
speedup by a factor of 3. 
 
Materials 
Microscope stage, fabricated (by a machine shop) of heat-resistant plastic, with a cutout 
for standard 1”$3” microscope slides (see Figure A.3 green microscope slide holder 
stage). 
Aluminum plate (with the same dimensions as the cutout) with two 4 % resistors and a 
cutout in the middle to allow the IR pulse from the T-jump laser to pass through; a small 
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hole in the side of the aluminum plate to allow temperature measurement using a 
thermocouple (also fabricated by a machine shop) 
Thermocouple with readout (Omega) 
Programmable power supply (e.g., from BK Precision or Agilent) 
 
1. Place a slide in the microscope stage cutout (around the objective in Figure A.3b). 
2. Mount the aluminum plate with the resistors on top of the cutout, and insert the 
thermocouple into the small hole on the side. 
3. The temperature of the slide will be rapidly raised using the following scheme: pass 
high current through the resistors for a brief duration and then immediately ramp 
the current down to an “equilibrium” value. The target should be to establish a new 
equilibrium temperature within 5 minutes. The time course of temperature 
equilibration should be verified by using the thermocouple. Most programmable 
power supplies come with LabVIEW drivers, so the power supply should be 
interfaced and directly controlled from the computer. 
 
Note: If immersion objectives are used for imaging, the fact that the objective acts as 
a heat sink and conducts away a lot of heat from the microscope stage should be taken 
into account. This heat loss can be offset by simply passing more current to ensure that 
the cells being imaged reach the desired temperature. 
 
Discussion 
a. Background information 
Functional protein dynamics span a broad range of time scales, from microseconds 
to hours.  The fast end of this time scale is beyond conventional fluorescence imaging 
approaches.  FReI allows cells to be imaged over minutes or hours, but reveals processes 
in the cell that range from microseconds to seconds.  By inducing fast processes though 
a laser T-jump, one can monitor how fast processes in the cell (e.g. protein folding or 
protein-protein binding) evolve in time due to cytoplasmic flow, changes in the cell due 
to the cell cycle, etc.  One can also compare dynamics from cell to cell, among different 
cellular compartments (by attaching signal tags to the protein), or even at the optical 
resolution limit (250 nm for conventional fluorescence imaging). 
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A number of techniques have been developed recently to investigate protein stability, 
dynamics and binding inside the cell.  Protein diffusion can be followed by bleaching-
recovery experiments when a large number of proteins per pixel is being imaged (6).  
Alternatively, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) can be used if only a small 
number of proteins is observed within an image pixel, leading to fluctuations of the 
fluorescence intensity (7).  Destructive mass spectrometry has been used to interrogate 
the status of a protein in the cell at a chosen moment (8). A temperature modulation 
method similar to FReI, but operating in the frequency domain instead of in real-time, 
has been used to study the dynamics of DNA in living cells (9).  Finally, fluorescent 
arsenic derivative (FlAsH) labeling has been used to study protein stability in bacterial 
cells infused with a denaturant solution (10).  The advantages of FReI are that it is non-
destructive to the cell, so that many moments in the cell cycle can be captured; that it is a 
fast and reversible technique, whereas FlAsH binding is slow and essentially irreversible; 
and that it produces real-time images, so asynchronous events or one-time events can be 
monitored with sub-cellular resolution.  The disadvantages of FReI are that cells can be 
imaged over only a limited temperature range (typically 25 to 45 °C) limited by cell 
viability, and that protein folding reactions or binding reactions must occur in that 
window (using mutagenesis to destabilize the protein or interaction if necessary).  Finally, 
proteins need to be fluorescence-labeled so their dynamics can be detected, and this 
could perturb the dynamics of the protein being studied. 
One important theoretical principle that underlies the FReI approach is the 
equivalence of natural fluctuations and small perturbations, as proved by Onsager in the 
1940s.  His fluctuation-dissipation theorem states that the kinetics following a small 
perturbation are identical to the natural kinetics that could be observed by spontaneous 
fluctuations. This principle also demonstrates the equivalence of bulk and single 
molecule experiments: the rate measured for a reaction by watching a single molecule 
going back and forth between reactant and product states is identical to the rate 
observed by inducing the same reaction in an ensemble of proteins by slightly perturbing 
them (e.g. T-jump).  The criterion for “small perturbation” is straightforward: the jump 
must be small enough so that the population distribution of proteins on the free energy 
landscape is similar before and after the jump.  For typical folding reactions, this means 
jumps of less than 5 °C should be applied. 
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FReI has a number of applications.  As in the PGK example outlined above, FReI 
can be used to study protein unfolding and refolding kinetics within the cell, as well as 
the dependence of protein stability on temperature.  By labeling pairs of proteins that 
interact with one fluorescence label each (donor on one, acceptor on the other), protein-
protein interaction kinetics can be monitored in the cell.  By making use of FReI’s 
imaging capabilities, binding of the protein to cell membranes, and subsequent structural 
changes can be monitored.  Finally, FReI could also be applied in vivo (e.g. to organisms 
such as C. elegans or Zebrafish that have transparent developmental stages) to monitor 
differences in protein folding or stability in different tissues, or effects of external stimuli 
on protein dynamics within tissues of the organism. 
 
b. Critical parameters 
Perhaps the most critical parameter for a successful experiment is the careful choice 
and design of a protein system.  FReI studies dynamics of proteins or other biomolecules 
within living cells, so the reaction to be studied must have observable changes in 
equilibrium when the small stress (T-jump) is suddenly applied to the cell.  For folding 
reactions, this usually means that protein stability must be lowered so that the protein 
unfolds somewhere in the viability range of the cell.  For protein-protein interactions 
(e.g. during signaling, or heat shock response), they must have some temperature 
sensitivity.  This is universally guaranteed for reactions with an activation barrier, and 
even for diffusive reactions, so FReI is very general in that regard.  The only limitation is 
that the change must be large enough to result in a fluorescence change that can be 
detected. 
In addition, the microscope system must be mounted on a robust laser table or 
optical breadboard. Reproducible alignment of the two fluorescence images on the CCD 
is critical for good image analysis, and requires a stable platform for the microscope, 
optics and CCD camera. 
 
c. Troubleshooting 
The problem most often encountered in FReI experiments is low level expression of 
the desired protein in cells. This results in noisy data, especially for the kinetics, since 
they lack the averaging typically present in thermodynamics measurements.  If one 
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observes consistently low levels of expression for a particular protein, increasing the 
amount of plasmid DNA during transfection might prove to be beneficial. Cells that 
have been passaged (i.e., divided into successive generations) several times may also 
exhibit such problems.  Switching to a fresh culture usually takes care of this problem. 
Alignment of the splitter rectangle so the two fluorescence images (green and red) 
are recombined properly onto the CCD to yield two images is also tricky. Experiments 
generally need to be carried out in a darkened room, and under these conditions, the 
faint fluorescence can be traced through the optical system to make sure the turning 
mirrors and dichroics are properly aligned. 
 
d. Anticipated results 
The FReI technique reliably measures protein dynamics within cells. With an 
ordinary fluorescence microscope, an image resolution as good as 250 nm can be 
expected using high numerical aperture objectives.  With an ordinary CCD (charge 
coupled device) camera, a time resolution of milliseconds is easily achieved.  The use of 
fast image intensified cameras, which overcome low fluorescence output over short time 
intervals, allows the technique to probe the microsecond regime, which is typically the 
‘speed limit’ for protein folding reactions, or functional dynamics of biomolecules such 
as proteins or RNA. 
 
e. Time considerations 
A FReI setup built as described above is capable of generating a full thermodynamic 
titration along with temperature jumps at various temperatures in about 75 minutes. 
However, in order to obtain cells that can be imaged, one needs to wait at least 24 hours 
after transfection to obtain sufficient fluorescence signal. For in vitro studies, protein 
expression and purification can be completed in about a week, at a scale to produce 
protein amounts sufficient for more than 100 FReI experiments. 
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Igor procedures for data fitting 
 
This appendix contains various procedures used in this thesis for data fitting in Igor. 
 
I. Thermodynamic fit to a 2-state model with linear baselines 
This fitting function was used for fitting thermal denaturation data in Chapters 2-5. 
The form of the expression is as follows: 
 
Signal(CD / Fluorescence/ FRET ) = Sd + e
!G/RT iSn
1+ e!G/RT ,  
with linear baselines Sn = N0 + Ns(T ! Tm ), Sd = D0 + Ds(T ! Tm ) . 
 
#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
Function meltfit(w,T) : FitFunc 
Wave w 
Variable T 
//CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog. Altering them will 
//CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve Fitting dialog. 
//CurveFitDialog/ Equation: 





//CurveFitDialog/ f(T) = S 
//CurveFitDialog/ End of Equation 
//CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1 
//CurveFitDialog/ T 
//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 6 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = Tm 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[1] = deltaG1 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = N0 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = NS 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = D0 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[5] = DS 
 









II. Thermodynamic fit to a 2-state model for FRET experiments 
This fitting function was used to analyze the thermal denaturation data in Chapter 6. 
In FReI experiments, our probe for folding is the D/A (Donor/Acceptor ratio) as a 
function of temperature (for thermodynamics) or time (for kinetics). The fitting function 
introduced here provides a more rigorous fit than in I. above. In practice, the 
thermodynamic parameters obtained either function are very similar. The form of the 




1! Sn + (Sn ! Sd )iFU
Sn ! (Sn ! Sd )iFU
, 
with baselines  Sn = 0.5 + Ns(T ! Tmin ),Sd = D0 + Ns(T ! Tmin ) , and  
FU =
1
1+ e!"G/RT . 
FU is fraction of unfolded protein. Tmin is the lowest temperature at which 
experimental measurements were made a particular set of data. For using this fitting 
function, D/A should be normalized to begin at 1 at the lowest temperature. This model 
assumes that the slopes of the baselines in the native and denatured state are the same. 
In FReI experiments, the origin of the baselines is the difference in quantum yields 
between the donor and the acceptor, which are well approximated by a linear function, 
and hence this approximation turns out be valid. 
 
#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
Function DoverAmelt(w,T) : FitFunc 
 Wave w 
 Variable T 
 
 //CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog. Altering them will 
 //CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve Fitting dialog. 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Equation: 
 //CurveFitDialog/ variable deltaG, SN, SD, S, FU 
 //CurveFitDialog/ deltaG=deltaG1*(T-Tm) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ SN=0.5+NS*(T-Tmin) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ SD=D0+NS*(T-Tmin) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ FU=1/(1+exp(-deltaG/(8.31*(T+273)))) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ S=((1-SN)+(SN-SD)*FU)/(SN-(SN-SD)*FU) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ f(T) = S 
 //CurveFitDialog/ End of Equation 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1 
 //CurveFitDialog/ T 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 5 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = NS 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[1] = Tmin 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = D0S 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = Tm 
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 //CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = deltaG1 
 






 return S 
End 
 
III. Stretched exponential function for fitting PGK kinetics 
This function was used for fitting PGK kinetics in Chapters 3-6. In Chapters 3-5, 
our probe for kinetics was the time evolution of the D/A ratio. D/A is not a linear 
function, and should strictly be fit to a ratio of stretched exponentials (i.e., one for the 
donor and one for the acceptor). In Chapter 6, we fit the kinetics data to a difference of 
the two channels D ! aA , which remains a linear function. However, both definitions of 
the kinetics signal yield very similar results. The form of the expression used for kinetics 
fitting is as follows: 
 Signal = y0 + A(1! e
!( t/" )# )  
 
#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
Function stretched_exp(w,t) : FitFunc 
 Wave w 
 Variable t 
 
 //CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog. Altering them will 
 //CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve Fitting dialog. 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Equation: 
 //CurveFitDialog/ f(t) = y0+A*(1-exp(-1*((t/tau)^beta))) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ End of Equation 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1 
 //CurveFitDialog/ t 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 4 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = y0 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[1] = beta 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = tau 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = A 
 
 return w[0]+w[3]*(1-exp(-1*((t/w[2])^w[1]))) 
End 
 
Some kinetics data may have a spike near t=0 sec, due to overheating from the IR 
pulse. Data containing this spike can be fitted using a function with a fast single 
exponential decay to account for the overheating and a slower stretched exponential 
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function to describe the subsequent kinetics. The data in Chapter 6 was fit using such a 
function. The form of this function is as follows: 
 Signal = y0 + A1e
! t/"1 + A(1! e!( t/" )# ) !!
#pragma rtGlobals=1  // Use modern global access method. 
Function strandmono_exp(w,t) : FitFunc 
 Wave w 
 Variable t 
 
 //CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog. Altering them will 
 //CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve Fitting dialog. 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Equation: 
 //CurveFitDialog/ f(t) = y0+A1*(exp(-t/tau1))+A*(1-exp(-1*((t/tau)^beta))) 
 //CurveFitDialog/ End of Equation 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1 
 //CurveFitDialog/ t 
 //CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 6 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = y0 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[1] = A 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = tau 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = beta 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = A1 
 //CurveFitDialog/ w[5] = tau1 
 
































Information about FRET-labeled PGK 
 
This appendix contains cloning details for the FRET-labeled PGK fusion protein used in 
Chapters 3-6 of this thesis, along with the amino acid and DNA sequence. We also list 
the primers used to sequence the gene. Chapter 6 contains the DNA sequence of the 
short peptide tags used to direct PGK to the nucleus and ER. 
 
pDream 2.1 vector map with FRET-labeled PGK 
 
Figure C.1. Schematic of the pDream 2.1 vector with the gene for the FRET-labeled 
PGK protein cloned in the MCS. The Ampicillin gene and T7 promoter allow for 
selection and expression in E. coli for in vitro studies, while the CMV promoter allows 
expression in mammalian cells.  
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Cloning Scheme 
1. AcGFP1 was cloned from pAcGFP1 vector (Clontech) without the stop codon. 
2. 6His sequence and thrombin recognition sequence were added just before 
AcGFP1. 
3. PGK (Y122W,W308,333F mutant) was cloned from pET-28b plasmid 
constructed by Szabolcs Oscath in the Gruebele group (where it is cloned 
between the Nde I and Hind III sites, but there are some bases between the stop 
codon of PGK and the Hind III site). It was cloned without stop or start codon, 
and then Nde I (adds 2 amino acids to the sequence, HM) and Hind III cutting 
sites (adds 2 amino acids to the sequence, KL) were added to the 5’ and 3’ ends 
respectively. 
4. mCherry was cloned from the pmCherry vector (Clontech) with start and stop 
codons. 
5. The 3 proteins were fused together to make AcGFP1-PGK-mCherry. BamH I 
(adds 2 amino acids to the sequence, GS) and Not I were added to the 5’ and 3’ 
ends and the final construct was cloned into the pDream 2.1 MCS. 
 
Amino Acid Sequence for FRET-labeled PGK !!
MDYKDDDDK 
GSGSSHHHHH HSSGLVPRGS MVSKGAELFT GIVPILIELN GDVNGHKFSV SGEGEGDATY 
GKLTLKFICT TGKLPVPWPT LVTTLSYGVQ CFSRYPDHMK QHDFFKSAMP EGYIQERTIF 
FEDDGNYKSR AEVKFEGDTL VNRIELTGTD FKEDGNILGN KMEYNYNAHN VYIMTDKAKN 
GIKVNFKIRH NIEDGSVQLA DHYQQNTPIG DGPVLLPDNH YLSTQSALSK DPNEKRDHMI 
YFGFVTAAAI THGMDELYKH MSLSSKLSVQ DLDLKDKRVF IRVDFNVPLD GKKITSNQRI 
VAALPTIKYV LEHHPRYVVL ASHLGRPNGE RNEKYSLAPV AKELQSLLGK DVTFLNDCVG 
PEVEAAVKAS APGSVILLEN LRWHIEEEGS RKVDGQKVKA SKEDVQKFRH ELSSLADVYI 
NDAFGTAHRA HSSMVGFDLP QRAAGFLLEK ELKYFGKALE NPTRPFLAIL GGAKVADKIQ 
LIDNLLDKVD SIIIGGGMAF TFKKVLENTE IGDSIFDKAG AEIVPKLMEK AKAKGVEVVL 
PVDFIIADAF SADANTKTVT DKEGIPAGFQ GLDNGPESRK LFAATVAKAK TIVFNGPPGV 
FEFEKFAAGT KALLDEVVKS SAAGNTVIIG GGDTATVAKK YGVTDKISHV STGGGASLEL 
LEGKELPGVA FLSEKKKLMV SKGEEDNMAI IKEFMRFKVH MEGSVNGHEF EIEGEGEGRP 
YEGTQTAKLK VTKGGPLPFA WDILSPQFMY GSKAYVKHPA DIPDYLKLSF PEGFKWERVM 
NFEDGGVVTV TQDSSLQDGE FIYKVKLRGT NFPSDGPVMQ KKTMGWEASS ERMYPEDGAL 
KGEIKQRLKL KDGGHYDAEV KTTYKAKKPV QLPGAYNVNI KLDITSHNED YTIVEQYERA 
EGRHSTGGMD ELYK 
 
Number of amino acids = 923 
Molecular Weight (M.W) = 101787.5 
 
Thrombin Cleavage Site 
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Features of the FRET-labeled PGK fusion protein 
• Residues highlighted in yellow are from the FLAG tag (9 amino acids, including 
start codon) present in the pDream 2.1 vector. The FLAG tag can be used as a 
purification tag or for as a tag for immunofluorescence. 
• Residues highlighted in turquoise are a custom His-tag and Thrombin 
recognition sequence (18 amino acids) designed so that the protein can be 
purified easily using a Ni-NTA column. The sequence of the His-tag is the same 
as found in several pET vectors. 
• Residues highlighted in green correspond to AcGFP1 (239 amino acids), which is 
obtained from the pAcGFP1 plasmid (Clontech). 
• Residues highlighted in grey correspond to yeast PGK (415 amino acids, 
Y122W/W308F/W333F mutant), obtained from the pET-28b plasmid. 
• Residues highlighted in red correspond to mCherry (236 amino acids), obtained 
from the pmCherry plasmid (Clontech). 
• Residues in white (total 6, in blocks of 2) represent amino acids added due to 
incorporating restriction enzyme sites at the flanking ends. 
 
DNA Sequence for FRET-labeled PGK 
 
ATG GAT TAC AAG GAT GAC GAC GAT AAG GGA TCC GGC AGC AGC CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAC AGC AGC GGC CTG GTG CCG CGC GGC AGC ATG GTG AGC AAG GGC 
GCC GAG CTG TTC ACC GGC ATC GTG CCC ATC CTG ATC GAG CTG AAT GGC GAT 
GTG AAT GGC CAC AAG TTC AGC GTG AGC GGC GAG GGC GAG GGC GAT GCC ACC 
TAC GGC AAG CTG ACC CTG AAG TTC ATC TGC ACC ACC GGC AAG CTG CCT GTG 
CCC TGG CCC ACC CTG GTG ACC ACC CTG AGC TAC GGC GTG CAG TGC TTC TCA 
CGC TAC CCC GAT CAC ATG AAG CAG CAC GAC TTC TTC AAG AGC GCC ATG CCT 
GAG GGC TAC ATC CAG GAG CGC ACC ATC TTC TTC GAG GAT GAC GGC AAC TAC 
AAG TCG CGC GCC GAG GTG AAG TTC GAG GGC GAT ACC CTG GTG AAT CGC ATC 
GAG CTG ACC GGC ACC GAT TTC AAG GAG GAT GGC AAC ATC CTG GGC AAT AAG 
ATG GAG TAC AAC TAC AAC GCC CAC AAT GTG TAC ATC ATG ACC GAC AAG GCC 
AAG AAT GGC ATC AAG GTG AAC TTC AAG ATC CGC CAC AAC ATC GAG GAT GGC 
AGC GTG CAG CTG GCC GAC CAC TAC CAG CAG AAT ACC CCC ATC GGC GAT GGC 
CCT GTG CTG CTG CCC GAT AAC CAC TAC CTG TCC ACC CAG AGC GCC CTG TCC 
AAG GAC CCC AAC GAG AAG CGC GAT CAC ATG ATC TAC TTC GGC TTC GTG ACC 
GCC GCC GCC ATC ACC CAC GGC ATG GAT GAG CTG TAC AAG CAT ATG TCT TTA 
TCT TCA AAG TTG TCT GTC CAA GAT TTG GAC TTG AAG GAC AAG CGT GTC TTC 
ATC AGA GTT GAC TTC AAC GTC CCA TTG GAC GGT AAG AAG ATC ACT TCT AAC 
CAA AGA ATT GTT GCT GCT TTG CCA ACC ATC AAG TAC GTT TTG GAA CAC CAC 
CCA AGA TAC GTT GTC TTG GCT TCT CAC TTG GGT AGA CCA AAC GGT GAA AGA 
AAC GAA AAA TAC TCT TTG GCT CCA GTT GCT AAG GAA TTG CAA TCA TTG TTG 
GGT AAG GAT GTC ACC TTC TTG AAC GAC TGT GTC GGT CCA GAA GTT GAA GCC 
GCT GTC AAG GCT TCT GCC CCA GGT TCC GTT ATT TTG TTG GAA AAC TTG CGT 
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TGG CAC ATC GAA GAA GAA GGT TCC AGA AAG GTC GAT GGT CAA AAG GTC AAG 
GCT TCC AAG GAA GAT GTT CAA AAG TTC AGA CAC GAA TTG AGC TCT TTG GCT 
GAT GTT TAC ATC AAC GAT GCC TTC GGT ACC GCT CAC AGA GCT CAC TCT TCT 
ATG GTC GGT TTC GAC TTG CCA CAA CGT GCT GCC GGT TTC TTG TTG GAA AAG 
GAA TTG AAG TAC TTC GGT AAG GCT TTG GAG AAC CCA ACC AGA CCA TTC TTG 
GCC ATC TTA GGT GGT GCC AAG GTT GCT GAC AAG ATT CAA TTG ATT GAC AAC 
TTG TTG GAC AAG GTC GAC TCT ATC ATC ATT GGT GGT GGT ATG GCT TTC ACC 
TTC AAG AAG GTT TTG GAA AAC ACT GAA ATC GGT GAC TCC ATC TTC GAC AAG 
GCT GGT GCT GAA ATC GTT CCA AAG TTG ATG GAA AAG GCC AAG GCC AAG GGT 
GTC GAA GTC GTC TTG CCA GTC GAC TTC ATC ATT GCT GAT GCT TTC TCT GCT 
GAT GCC AAC ACC AAG ACT GTC ACT GAC AAG GAA GGT ATT CCA GCC GGC TTC 
CAA GGG TTG GAC AAT GGT CCA GAA TCT AGA AAG TTG TTT GCT GCT ACT GTT 
GCA AAG GCT AAG ACA ATT GTC TTC AAC GGT CCA CCA GGT GTT TTC GAA TTC 
GAA AAG TTC GCT GCT GGT ACT AAG GCT TTG TTA GAC GAA GTT GTC AAG AGC 
TCT GCT GCT GGT AAC ACC GTC ATC ATT GGT GGT GGT GAC ACT GCC ACT GTC 
GCT AAG AAG TAC GGT GTC ACT GAC AAG ATC TCC CAT GTC TCT ACT GGT GGT 
GGT GCT TCT TTG GAA TTA TTG GAA GGT AAG GAA TTG CCA GGT GTT GCT TTC 
TTA TCC GAA AAG AAA AAG CTT ATG GTG AGC AAG GGC GAG GAG GAT AAC ATG 
GCC ATC ATC AAG GAG TTC ATG CGC TTC AAG GTG CAC ATG GAG GGC TCC GTG 
AAC GGC CAC GAG TTC GAG ATC GAG GGC GAG GGC GAG GGC CGC CCC TAC GAG 
GGC ACC CAG ACC GCC AAG CTG AAG GTG ACC AAG GGT GGC CCC CTG CCC TTC 
GCC TGG GAC ATC CTG TCC CCT CAG TTC ATG TAC GGC TCC AAG GCC TAC GTG 
AAG CAC CCC GCC GAC ATC CCC GAC TAC TTG AAG CTG TCC TTC CCC GAG GGC 
TTC AAG TGG GAG CGC GTG ATG AAC TTC GAG GAC GGC GGC GTG GTG ACC GTG 
ACC CAG GAC TCC TCC CTG CAG GAC GGC GAG TTC ATC TAC AAG GTG AAG CTG 
CGC GGC ACC AAC TTC CCC TCC GAC GGC CCC GTA ATG CAG AAG AAG ACC ATG 
GGC TGG GAG GCC TCC TCC GAG CGG ATG TAC CCC GAG GAC GGC GCC CTG AAG 
GGC GAG ATC AAG CAG AGG CTG AAG CTG AAG GAC GGC GGC CAC TAC GAC GCT 
GAG GTC AAG ACC ACC TAC AAG GCC AAG AAG CCC GTG CAG CTG CCC GGC GCC 
TAC AAC GTC AAC ATC AAG TTG GAC ATC ACC TCC CAC AAC GAG GAC TAC ACC 
ATC GTG GAA CAG TAC GAA CGC GCC GAG GGC CGC CAC TCC ACC GGC GGC ATG 
GAC GAG CTG TAC AAG TAG 
 
Primers for sequencing FRET-labeled PGK 
All of the 4 following primers are used for forward sequencing. 
 
p10fwd primer: 
The binding position of this primer starts at the -22 position upstream of the start ATG 
codon in the FLAG tag. 
Sequence    AAG CAG GCT AAG GAG ATA T 
Length = 19 bases; Tm = 2(A+T) + 4(G+C) = 54 ºC; %GC content = 42% 
 
AcGFP214fwd primer: 
The binding position of this primer starts at amino acid # 214 (Glu) in AcGFP1. 
Sequence   GAG AAG CGC GAT CAC ATG 
Length = 18 bases; Tm = 2(A+T) + 4(G+C) = 56 ºC; %GC content = 55.56% 
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PGK222fwd primer: 
The binding position of this primer starts at amino acid # 222 (Asp) in PGK. 
Sequence   GAC AAC TTG TTG GAC AAG 
Length = 18 bases; Tm = 2(A+T) + 4(G+C) = 52 ºC; %GC content = 44.44% 
 
mCherry19fwd primer:  
The binding position of this primer starts at amino acid # 19 (Phe) in mCherry. 
Sequence   TTC AAG GTG CAC ATG GAG 
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